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1. Introduction 
 

To bring the different stakeholders –notably from the financial and building sectors- closer together, this 

project has built three national platforms in The Netherlands, France and Italy. The aim of these platforms 

is to develop and implement solutions to increase the attractiveness of investments in sustainable energy 

and energy efficiency in buildings. For example with financial tools and instruments, but also with any 

other tool or measure that is found to be most effective in overcoming the barriers in financing 

sustainable buildings, such as template contracts, valuation methods, financial standardisation tools, as 

well as any supporting legal or regulatory measures. All of these instruments are aimed at the creation of 

an ongoing, structural dialogue between the financial and building sector, leading to a better mutual 

understanding and an increased trust of investors in investments in the building sector. 

To this end, BUILDINTEREST will develop a roadmap for each of the three countries, (1) describing the 

main barriers in financing sustainable investments in the building sector as perceived by both sectors, (2) 

performing a detailed analysis of the reasons underlying these barriers, (3) providing an overview of 

existing and missing solutions, and (4) presenting a step-wise and practical approach to the 

implementation of these solutions. 

The aim of this document is to provide practical guidance for the path towards a well-functioning market 

for investments in energy efficiency and sustainability in buildings. To do so, this report will provide 

replicable tools and solutions that will boost the market for sustainable energy investments in the EU’s 

building sector, particularly The Netherlands, Italy and France.  

BuildInterest collects tools and solutions that (can) improve the functioning of the market for energy 

investments in the building sector. Note that the term “solutions” should be interpreted in a very broad 

sense: a solution could be a technical and financial calculation tool, but the scope also includes financial 

instruments, innovative contractual arrangements such as ESCOs, and policy measures. Both existing 

solutions and good ideas are included in the analysis. 

BuildInterest is cut in roughly two phases: The focus in year 1 is on building the stakeholder platforms and 

collecting barriers and solutions. In year 2, BuildInterest will help to implement the most successful and 

promising solutions in the market, together with our stakeholders.  

As in the analysis of the barriers (D2.1), each national platform organisation (DGB, AST, BPI) provided 

input on their national situation, gathered from stakeholder dialogues in WP3, 4 and 5 respectively. 

This report will provide a bottom–up overview of solutions. In a next step (for the national Roadmaps in 

M12), solutions will be linked to the barriers to identify gaps.  

Reports with solutions are piling up at the EC and national governments, it is not the aim of this project to 

add another one. We focus on solutions that we as BuildInterest can help to implement within the second 

year of our project. Those solutions enable replication and distribution within the timeframe of year 2.  

This report is still a preliminary report on the first findings of the national platforms with respect to 

solutions. The stakeholder consultation is still very much in progress and information is still being 

gathered. This report will be a living document throughout year 1 of BuildInterest and will culminate at 

the end of year 1 in the Roadmap (D2.3). The Roadmap, covering the barriers and solutions as well as the 

strategy to implement those solutions is due in month 12 (D 2.3, based on the national Roadmaps 

D3.2/4.2/5.2). The analysis of barriers and solutions is part of this document, as depicted in the figure 

below, and should be instrumental to this strategy: 
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Figure 1 Rough outline of DX.2 

 
 

The three project partners that run the national platforms in BuildInterest have different backgrounds.  

Duurzaam Gebouwd (NL) is a networking and platform organisation within the building sector of the 

Netherlands. ASTER (IT) is a consortium of the Emilia-Romagna Regional Government, the six Universities, 

the National Research Centres located in the region, the Regional Union of Chambers of Commerce and 

the regional Entrepreneurial Associations. Bpifrance (FR) is a public investment bank that assists 

companies, from seed funding to IPO, from loans to equity.  

It is the aim of this project to let each partner use its own strength to maximise impact. This leads to a 

different emphasis in the approach of each platform. At the same time we need a structured approach 

that enables comparison and comprehensive analysis. It is one of the challenges of this project to strike 

the right balance.  
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2. Methodology  
Stakeholder input for the identification and selection of solutions has largely happened in parallel with 

with the analysis of barriers. The methodology is therefore mostly the same.  

The methodology used for collecting stakeholder input is based on the GUIDELINE FOR STAKEHOLDER 

INVOLVEMENT AND CONSULTATION1 that was developed for the stakeholder analysis. That document 

aims to support the BuildInterest partners in their national stakeholder involvement and consultation 

processes, in such a way that the results from Italy, France and The Netherlands will be as much as 

possible comparable. Comparability of the national approaches and results is important, because it allows 

for better cooperation between the national platforms. It also enables to distinguish between country 

specific issues and more widely applicable conclusions and best practices that will be transferable to other 

countries.  

At the same time, the most effective strategy for stakeholder consultation likely differs per country 

depending on the local situation. Therefore the guideline allows for national flexibility in the stakeholder 

consultation process on the one hand while aiming for harmonized and comparable results on the other 

hand. 

The methodology toolkit consists of three main approaches to gather stakeholder input: personal 

interviews, roundtable meetings/focus groups and a survey. Naturally, the methods that the BuildInterest 

platform partner use to gather information from stakeholders are not limited to these. In principle, each 

stakeholder contact is an opportunity to gain input. This could be formally done in one of the ways 

described above, but stakeholders may also be reached informally. For instance through e-mail or during 

the participation of the BI team to regional and national events (seminars, conference, round table, etc.).  

This section will outline the approach of each of the platforms for these methods.   

 

2.1.1 Interviews 
The interview questions and summaries can be found in Annex B. 

The Netherlands 
The Dutch platform chose to focus in this first phase of the project on roundtable meetings.  

Italy 
According to the methodology illustrated in the Stakeholders Analysis, Aster decided to focus on three 

main tactics to engage the stakeholders: focus groups, in-depth interviews and online-survey.  Regarding 

the interviews, Aster decided to start with exploratory meetings, when the contact is new: this kind of 

interview may be done informally, even during events where BI’s team participate; instead, if the contact 

is already established, an in depth interviews could be done after it has been previously prepared.  

 

Aster has conducted one interview with a financial operator from BPER and two interviews (one 

preliminary/exploratory and one in-depth) with a financial operator from UniCredit Bank  

France 
BPI has identified relevant stakeholders from 13 stakeholder groups and their position towards Build 

Interest: BPI will provide first qualified contact and PNO will contact them directly to measure their initial 

interest. 10 Key stakeholders from this list were selected for in depth interviews to confirm the validity of 

the list. 

                                                             
1 Internal methodology guideline, developed by ECN and PNO 
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10 face to face or in depth interviews have been led to take stock of the situation in the fields of EE and 

green building in France. On top of this more than 50 phone interviews were performed. 

 

Organisation Name 

Intent Technologies Fabrice Lemercier 

Greenflex consultants Sebastien Delpont 

Xange Siparex Investment Dominique Bourissou 

Bpifrance investissement  Gilles Schang 

Bpifrance investissement Edouard Combette 

BNP Paribas Severin Fischer 

Bouygues SA Fabrice Bonnifet 

Shift Project Cedric Ringenbach 

DEMETER 
 

Sophie Paturle  
Vincent Vettier 

Vesta Conseil (PREBAT/PUCA) Francoise Refabert 

 

On top of this more than 50 phone interviews were performed. 

 

Organisation Name 

ENSAM Cluny Frédéric Delmas 

Franck Boutte Consultant Florian Dupont 

SOA Architectes Augustin Rosenstiehl  

HSBC Marine de Bazelaire 

Union Habitat Carine Puyol 

Bouygues  Fabrice Bonnifet 

Qualisteo Elodie Biondo 

Greenflex Consultant Sebastien Delpont 

Delta partners Patrick Dupin 

360 capital partners   

Agence régionale de  
la Construction et de  
l'aménagement durables en Champagne-
Ardenne 

François Sailly  

CSTB Lionel Bertrand 

Intent technologies François Mercier 

Dvds construction Charles Chemouni 

Airthium Andréi Klochko 

Stimergy Christophe Perron 

ON5 Anne Creusy 

Fibre energivie (Cluster) Jean-luc Sadorge 

Toit sol Frédéric Marçais 

Skwirrel Antony Parsons 

M&R energies Patrice MORENO  

SAS Tomaro Jacques Noel 

Rvc Christian Van Parys 

MAPEDA Alexander Baczko 
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Effipilote Camille Thiriez 

Echy  Quentin MARTIN-LAVAL 

Aqylon Guillaume jeangros 

Openergy Geoffroy d'Estaintot 

Efficencia Sébastien LAFON 

Ijenko Serge Subiron 

Dracula technologies Brice Cruchon 

Ubiant François Demares 

IZIPEO Damien callet 

In air solution M. Senglaro 

Inneon Serge Galant 

AIR LIQUIDE Amrita sarkar 

AFIC/ clean tech club Stéphane Stélandre 

Xange capital Dominique Agrech 

Ecotech bpifrance Gilles Schang 

EMERTECH Olivier Bordelanne 

Société Generale Jean-Michel Mepuis 

Société Générale Emmanuel Martinez 

Ernst & Young Alexis Gazzo 

Ecosys Pierre Nougué 

Deepky Vincent Bryant 

Réseau breton du bâtiment durable Rémi Bosher 

EPF Mme Venineaux 

HEI Thibault Defever 

CSTB Daniel Quenard 

CERIB Mme Vinot 

Rexel Amélie André 

 

EU  
For the international stakeholders it was decided to follow through with individual interviews with different 

stakeholders in different regions to verify the barrier analysis done previously. Stakeholders from the 

groups of Real Estate Investment, Venture Capital, Entrepreneur (executing renovation works, but not an 

architect), Architect, SMEs covering the markets of Sweden, Bulgaria, Germany and Belgium had been 

selected to get an overview of different market areas. The interviews were via phone or in person, recoding 

is available for the majority. All interview partners had received the list of barriers before the interview. 

Currently 7 interviews took place. More interviews will follow along the duration of the project.  

Name Company Type of Stakeholder Country (Scope) 

Hristo Gentchev group Solidco Architect /  Bulgaria (National) 

Mariana Hamanova Cleantech Bulgaria Business Network Bulgaria (National) 

Winfried Weigel CleanTech Capital VC / Real Estate 
Investment/consultant 

Switzerland (Global) 

Mariella Gerlich Fiduciary Capital Real Estate 
Investment/Architect 

Germany (National) 

Jeroen de Graaf Urban Life Entrepreneur/Renovations Belgium (National) 

Mark Jansson Kragh Arsizio AB SME (technology) Sweden (Global) 
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Robert Jolé CNRJ SME (modular housing 
concept) 

Belgium (National -> 
Global) 

 

2.1.2 Roundtables/focus groups 
Roundtables are a very useful means of effectively interviewing groups, particularly to test options and 

hypotheses. A further advantage of roundtables is that they can create a cooperative atmosphere among 

the stakeholders, which is a key objective of the platforms. Roundtables can thus form a useful starting 

point for the implementation of solutions in a later stage of the project.  

The roundtable in the Netherlands for instance, has already led to a cooperation with a platform with 

similar objectives.  

The Netherlands 
There are multiple round tables on the agenda for the project. The first couple of roundtable meetings are 

used to establish the complete overview of barriers and work toward the first ideas of possible solutions. 

Minutes are made and social media are involved to establish a platform/community feeling2. 

At this moment, one meeting has taken place. The attendants include representatives of the largest banks 

of The Netherlands, top legal experts in this field and the national government agency for entrepreneurs.  

The following people attended: 

Organisation Name Category 

Duurzaam Gebouwd Wietse Walinga Knowledge platform 

RVO Selina Roskam Policy 

Rebel Energy Eline Kleiwegt Consultancy 

ABN Amro Olaf Rutten Finance 

Dynamis Taxaties Bert Deen Valuation 

ASN Bank Dorine Putman Finance 

BBN Arne Balvers Consultancy 

Sweco Norbert Bol Consultancy 

Eversheds Michel Chatelin Legal 

Innax Philip Blaauw Consultancy 

RABO bank Leontien de Waal Finance 

Green Buildinvest Initiative Esther Ruijgvoorn Horizon 2020 

Nederlandse Vereniging van Banken Sharon van Ede Finance 

ING Jos Jonkers Finance 
 

Aside from the roundtable meeting outlined above, a meeting was organised with Platform Energy 

Efficient Financers (PEEF). A new initiative that was started during Springtij (Q3 2016 Terschelling) by the 

banks as a follow up to the EEFIG research. They are currently trying to formalise the platform and to 

establish a work plan for the following years. After meeting with Dorine Putman from ASN bank, GBI was 

introduced to PEEF. We had one meeting on November 3rd and agreed that PEEF should be a part of GBI. 

Within in GBI we can achieve the formalisation of the platform as part of GBI. The goals of PEEF are 

completely in line with the goals of BUILDINTEREST but they were lacking a work plan. GBI had a solid 

work plan but was looking for cooperative stakeholders. By merging the platforms, PEEF has a work plan 

and project manager and GBI has met its goal towards the total number of stakeholders for its platform. 

                                                             
2 Pictures can be found at: https://www.flickr.com/photos/144894362@N06/albums/with/72157673444340292 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/144894362@N06/albums/with/72157673444340292
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The main organisation of PEEF is currently run by: 

Organisation Name  Category 
National Investment Agency Wouter Verster Policy 

National Investment Agency Dick Hartoog Policy 

RVO Eef Spronck Policy 
RVO / Green Deal Meike Kerkhoffs Policy 
Nederlandse Vereniging van Banken Sharon van Ede Finance 

ASN Bank Dorine Putman Finance 
GBI Esther Ruijgvoorn Horizon 2020 

 
There is a first initiative (ANNEX A) with an informal signing during the meeting.  
 

Italy 
Once the first stakeholder contact has been established, the Stakeholder group will be engaged and its 

opinions investigated during events with the methodology of Focus Group.  

Prior to participate to the Focus Groups, SHs would be informed through mailing, phone calls or one-to-

one meetings. 

The Focus Groups will be organized in order to collect relevant Stakeholders and help them cooperatively 

confront about the barriers and opportunities of investment in EE. 

After the Focus Groups, information collected will be examined and BI team with the help of NOMISMA 

will give relevant feedbacks to the Stakeholders. 

 

The first roundtable meeting took place on September 28th, 2016. The main aim of the day was to 

understand the market barriers and applied solutions in each sector, answering to question “what has 

been done since now?” The following people participated: 

Organisation Name Category 

ACER FE Marco Cenacchi  Building demand 

BPER Adelaide Mondo Finance 

CIRI Building and Constructions Claudio Mazzotti Potential applicator 

Harley Dikkinson Alessandro Colciago Finance 

Manutencoop Fabio Piancastelli Building supply 

Prelios SGR Paola Jannelli Finance 

Emilia Romagna Region Attilio Raimondi 

Tiziana De Nittis 

Building supply 

Building supply 

Renovate Italy Virginio Trivella Policy 

SECI RE Massimo Pinardi Building supply 

Sicrea Luca Bosi Building supply 

Sinloc Cristina Boaretto Building supply 

Nomisma Gianni Verga 
Maurizio Bottaini 

Policy 

Policy 

 

The second roundtable meeting took place on October 10th, 2016, trying to analyse concrete solutions to 

be realized through two points of view: their own and a second point of view playing a different role (i.e. 
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from finance to policy, or from supply to demand). Participants have been asked to identify the most 

feasible solutions, evaluating them from 1 to 5. The following people participated. 

Organisation Name Category 

ACER FE Marco Cenacchi Building demand 

ACER RE Marco Corradi Building demand 

BPER Adelaide Mondo Finance 

CIRI Building and Constructions Marco Savoia Potential applicator 

Energyway Fabio Ferrari Building supply 

Harley Dikkinson Alessandro Colciago Finance 

Manutencoop Fabio Piancastelli Building supply 

Prelios SGR Massimiliano Luise Finance 

Emilia-Romagna Region Angela Soverini 
Tiziana De Nittis 

Policy  
Building demand/policy 

SECI Real Estate Massimo Pinardi Building supply 

Sicrea Luca Bosi Building supply 

Sinloc Cristina Boaretto Finance 

Nomisma Maurizio Bottaini  
Gianni Verga 

Policy 

Policy 

 
The third roundtable meeting took place on November 24th, 2016, with the aim to figure out which kind of 

structure, scale, target, objectives the regional platform will have and which kind priority actions it should 

conduct.  Participants have been asked to identify the action level of the platform (from advisory to 

market-operative) and the targeted participant of the platform (from selected stakeholders to extended 

energy efficiency operators). The following people participated: 

Organisation Name Category 
BPER  Adelaide Mondo Finance 
CIRI Edilizia Costruzione Marco Savoia Potential applicator 
CIRI Edilizia Costruzione Claudio Mazzotti Potential applicator 
Fondazione Cariplo  Federico Beffa Finance 
Energyway Fabio Ferrari Building supply 
Harley&Dikkinson Alessandro Colciago Finance 
Manutencoop Maurizio Massanelli Building supply 
Manutencoop Fabio Piancastelli Building supply 

Ongreening Marco Mari Building supply 

Renovate Italy Virginio Trivella Policy 
Regione ER Attilio Raimondi Policy  

Building demand/policy 
Regione ER Tiziana De Nittis Policy  

Building demand/policy 
SECI Real Estate Massimo Pinardi Building supply 

Sicrea Luca Bosi Building supply 

UniCredit Alessandro Ferraresi Finance 

Nomisma Maurizio Bottaini Policy 
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Nomisma Gianni Verga Policy 

 

 

France 
The French platform plans to start roundtables in December 2016 with the 15 to 20 stakeholders selected 

from the list of 41 interested contacts. 

BPI and PNO FR are creating a FR Stakeholders working group to identify the French national drivers and 

barriers: PNO and BPIfrance will lead a structured dialogue with key stakeholders to identify the barriers 

and key drivers and to determine new operational solution to boost the investment in EE and 

sustainability in building. 

 
 

2.1.3 Survey 
 

The Netherlands 
At this moment DGI have not conducted any surveys. They are currently working on a standard survey for 

newly engaged stakeholders and will send this out the coming weeks. DGI intends to engage their 

stakeholders in the following surveys: 

• Newly engaged stakeholders – Survey to establish a first glance at opinions and role with regard 

to our subject 

• Round table meeting – Survey about specific topics to achieve a higher engagement at the 

meeting  

• General stake holder engagement – Surveys in regard to specific topics at the moment input is 

needed. No general outline for the survey is available at this moment. 

Italy 
The Italian platform organised an online-survey with the aim of investigating barriers and opportunities 

perceptions of a wider audience of operators of the energy efficiency sector and to accompany the in-

depth interviews to the selected stakeholders.  

Surveys may be conducted online or in-person, depending on the availability of the stakeholder and on 

the opportunity to reach a whole stakeholder group (e.g. building supply, building demand, installers). 

The survey includes the following sections: 

 Stakeholder data 

 Barriers 

 Tools and solutions 

 Competences 

 Toward a laboratory for innovation and finance for sustainable buildings 

 Privacy 

 

France 
BPI/PNO have set up a stakeholder list to be approached for a survey. The aim of the survey was to select 

the best players and identify the French issue in the field of sustainable buildings: PNO will build a 

questionnaire to select the best players and will analyse the results of the questionnaire following 4 
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criteria: interest, influence, knowledge and attitude (+ network), and will select 15 to 20 stakeholder for 

the working group. 

BPI/PNO prepared a questionnaire by dissociating 3 chapters:  

I. Market positioning 

II. Network and platform and  

III. FR policies and regulation relevant for sustainable building and energy efficiency. 

At the time of writing, 35 questionnaires were sent of which 20 completed questionnaires were returned.  

 

2.1.4 Solutions template 
For the identification of solutions, a special format was drafted (Annex C1.1) in close consultation with the 
national platforms. The template allows the platforms to quickly assemble the basic information that is 
needed to decide whether a solution should be further explored and exploited within the BUILDINTEREST 
project. In order to gather as much solutions as possible, the form had to be kept straightforward and 
simple. The form had to fit on one page. The aim was to gather exactly the amount of information needed 
to evaluate whether a solution was worth exploring further or if the solution did not fit the purpose of 
BuildInterest. To allow for a first evaluation, the following basic information had to be entered into the 
form: 

 Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the 
market for energy investments in the building sector 

 Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 

 What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 

 Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
This form can be found in Annex C of this document.  
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3. Solutions 
 

3.1 EU level 
Since the platforms will implement the solutions at national and regional level, there is no dedicated 
gathering of solutions beyond NL, IT and FR. Whenever we come across relevant and interesting solutions 
beyond the borders of our national/regional platforms, they will of course be included in the analysis.  
 
In the course of the EU level analysis of barriers, some suggestions were made by the stakeholders 
consulted concerning potential solutions. Their comments are summarised here.  
 
According to the stakeholders consulted, there needs to be a change in focus of the objective. Energy 

efficiency in buildings needs to be made financially attractive but also needs to be enforced through clear 

regulations and its execution. All stakeholders made the same point that through stricter regulations and 

law enforcement the matter of energy efficient buildings becomes a must and therefore not negotiable. 

Stricter and clearer regulations would probably also decrease costs as it becomes standard product and 

enforces the market to become more experimental in finding new solutions. 

It makes the market less vulnerable for lobbying for old industry and increases the awareness of all 

stakeholder. The end user will have more power to insist on certain set standards – e.g. minimum energy 

certificate for the living spaces. 

The majority of stakeholders interviewed did find public financial support as not very interesting as it is too 

time consuming to apply. Most of them would request more direct support and incentives such as VAT 

exemptions. Tax reductions only are attractive for stakeholders who have money, but not for the general 

public – this of course is mainly for private buildings.  

Several interviewees compared the market to the car industry either for testing purposes (crash test) or 

incentives. The idea of standardized testing and certification by independent providers are crucial.  

 
 

3.2 Analysis of solutions per platform 
This section will discuss the solutions identified by the national platforms. Please note that the collection 

of solutions has just commenced, and this is therefore only a preliminary summary.  

 

3.2.1 The Netherlands 
Some solutions were already proposed during the roundtable session that was held. Please find below a 

short summary of the proposed solutions. They are presented according to the same categorisation as the 

barriers in chapter 2.3.2. More specific solutions can be found in Annex C1.1.  

1. Real estate evaluation 
a) Defining the worth of existing sustainable valuation tools e.g. certification schemes. By defining 

the KPI’s in regard to sustainable real estate (for example: Energy Efficiency / Health etc) we can 

achieve a baseline within the different existing schemes (energy labels / LEED etc) to show how 

they relate to each other and to make a benchmark between different methods possible. 

b) The Dutch real estate taxation organisation (NRVT) is looking at a dialogue to establish a 

harmonisation within the Dutch taxation professionals about sustainability next to available 

valuation methods. 
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2. Process and document standardisation 
a) From PEEF especially came the question to have standard documents. A workgroup will be 

established to define the documents and the process. Both will be standardised following an 

inventory of existing documents and through the study of a couple of projects to achieve 

standards. 

b) The Dutch bank organisation (NvB) together with the government will look at the possibility to 

make the documents regulatory and policy for all new projects. 

3. Availability of examples 
a) Through PEEF a couple of cities have asked to showcase their successful sustainable area 

approach. They are working together with local financers / builders / owners to achieve a higher 

degree of sustainability. By showcasing these examples a ‘roadmap’ could be made to help other 

cities achieve the same kind of results. 

b) There would also be the opportunity for a more knowledge-based platform to support with 

projects / questions. 

3.2.2 Italy 
In order to understand how to face the barriers described in chapter 2.3.3, it’s important to distinguish 

two scales of intervention: 

1. Small scale and spread interventions: involvement of private owners as final users, dealing with 

the problem of the fragmented property and information asymmetry between demand and 

supply. 

2. Big scale and strategic projects: involvement of the public sector (managing agencies of social 

housing, public owner of the tertiary and education building stock, regional and municipal urban 

planner), economically relevant for investors but weak considering the competences needed to 

manage the whole process and the quality of the final interventions 

 

Stakeholders have been firstly asked to list the solutions or strategies related to their specific sectors of 

competence and secondly those solutions that can be applied at the industrial/systemic level. 

 

Below, we point out the solutions identified dividing them in relation to the field of application. 

All the main solutions marked with the green colour have been further analysed and can be found in 

Annex C. 

 

Policy Solutions 
The most voted solution was “to stabilize incentives”, solution that deals with the instability of policies 

typical of the Italian context. According to the “building supply” stakeholders, the public sector should 

sustain the real estate and increase building safety. It would be important to prioritize energy efficiency 

projects of the existing building stock through fiscal incentives that last 5 years at least, so to certify the 

impact on energy savings.  

 

Since it’s difficult to undertake the incentive stabilisation is at the local level, it can would be better to 

promote incentives for integrated interventions, focused on deep renovation. The need for incentives 

stabilisation and standardisation of procedures reveal the necessity of a “package” of different financial 

opportunities to count on. The scarce knowledge of the wide spectrum of available (not only) financial 

solutions forces the entire building trade to use the most common tools, such as national incentives, that 

are more subject to political instability.  If there was a higher knowledge of other solutions, even in 

absence of national incentives, all actors could plan long-term actions. A Proposal for deep renovation 

incentives has been already done by the Green Building Council and ENEA. 
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A securitisation of eco-bonuses by banks would address the poor efficacy of eco-bonuses, related to the 

fact that usually eco-bonuses have been used to pay the interest of refurbishment loan, in the case of 

small owners, or not used at all by enterprises (since they don’t know how many taxes they will have to 

pay). 

 

Another solution considered valuable was the duty to install devices to certify Energy consumption, 

tackling the lack of data regarding building consumption. Diagnosis and monitoring allow, in fact, to identify 

the saving and profit margin, so to understand clearly the payback time of the investment. 

However, it is difficult to work in the sphere of national regulation:  anyway, it’s possible to work on a 

cultural shift, promoted by adequate awareness campaigns for private owners and enterprises. A best 

practice to consider is Abitazioni intelligenti – Smart dwellings conducted by ACER, the social housing 

agency of Emilia-Romagna, and Schneider Electric. 

 

The dissemination of the culture of long-term planning in the public sector is a further solution (or 

strategy) seek to be implemented. According to finance stakeholders, in order to make interventions 

bankable, “the public entity should use better its resources to activate public calls for energy efficiency 

interventions. Risk Sharing could be a mean to increase the cooperation between banks and public entities, 

so to share the financial risk: this would allow an easier credit access and so a real sustain to the economy. 

 

Supply Solutions 
In order to improve the building supply and overcome its fragmentation, a share solution was to enable 

and promote a turnkey package. This would include also an intermediary for the final user that is able to 

collect, on one hand the demand’s needs, on the other hand all aspects (and operators) of an Energy 

efficiency project. Supply side stakeholders should support the creation of a chain-representative, that 

can deal simultaneously with professionals, builders, certificators, investors and public administrators. 

 

Professionals and building enterprises should work for accomplish sustainable, rapid and non-invasive 

projects with a real evaluation of costs and benefits. If works would need a demolition and reconstruction, 

“temporary-dwellings” that allow a relocation of the residents during the building site would be required. 

An exemplary project is Smart Swap Building, conceived by ASTER. 

 

The innovation of the business models of the construction value chain is very relevant. Notable 

examples are Rebuilding Network and Re-Build, which Sicrea, one of the stakeholders engaged, is part of. 

It consists of a network of enterprises, professionals, energy auditing experts, banks and a multi-utility. 

 

Other proposals from Nomisma try to answer to peculiar demand’s needs: people use to renovate their 

dwellings only if the building works cannot be postponed anymore: according to this, an innovative 

business should spread the energy refurbishment in time, by planning a step-by-step renovation. Going 

deeper and increasing new businesses that overcome energy efficiency is therefore another key strategy 

to foster. A good practice is the project  Allora Spengo, from the start-up Energy Way, operating in the 

Emilia-Romagna Region: beside their own business oriented to decrease energy consumptions in 

industrial processes, the start-up recently started an awareness project based on students training in 

schools. Business has been linked to education and financed with a crowdfunding campaign. A different 

approach that can be applied to other context such as social housing and public buildings. 
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Finance Solutions 
Financial solutions should be focused on targets like the apartment buildings and should offer loan for 

10-15 years with low interests rate. Few examples are the Credito Condominio and Prestito Condominio 

Smart of Harley&Dikkinson. 

 

Cultural/communication Solutions 
According to the financial stakeholders, privates should be better informed about available incentives for 

specific renovation interventions: an A to Z customer service and a spread knowledge about why and how 

to reduce energy consumptions would certainly increase the number of deep renovations. Territorial 

marketing about energy efficiency and sustainability would be extremely relevant actions in the Italian 

context: a good example may be the experience of Renovate Italy awareness campaign3, even if the target 

should be extended and the effort toward a simpler and more direct communication should be done.  

 

Demand Solutions 
Private ownerships aggregation through the constitutions of legal subjects such as community 

cooperatives is a possible answer to property fragmentation as well as the turnkey renovation package is 

the answer to the building supply fragmentation. At the moment a good practice in this field is the 

experience of Comunità solare – Solar community. 

 

The summary table below reported the main solutions identified and their feasibility: 

 

n Solution Barrier tackled Field  Main 
supporter

s 

Feasib
ility  

Appli-
cation 
(Y/N) 

Project 

1 Create a 
representative actor 
for the entire 
building trade  

Fragmented building 
trades 

Policy Supply High Y RE-BUILD + 
REBUILDING 
NETWORK 

2 Stabilisation of  
incentives 

Instable policy Policy Supply Low N   

3 Deep renovation 
incentives 

EE interventions limited to 
light renovations that 
don't allow significant 
energy savings 

Policy Supply Low Y DEEP RENOVATION 
PROPOSAL - GBC + 

ENEA 

4 Duty to install 
devices to certify 
energy consumptions 

Uncertainty associated 
with energy savings + 
limited insight in current 
energy performance of 
buildings 

Policy Policy Mediu
m 

Y ABITAZIONI 
INTELLIGENTI  - 

ACER + SCHNEIDER 

5 Spread of long-term 
planning culture in 
the public sector 

Lack of trained personnel 
or technical or managerial 
expertise + small project 
size 

Policy Policy 
+ 

Finance 

Low N   

6 Support actions to 
inform final users 
(enterprises, private 
owners) about how 
to use financial tools 

Lack of information Culture/c
ommunic

ation 

Finance Mediu
m 

N   

7 To give up to 
urbanisation costs to 

Lack of drivers for the 
demand 

Policy Finance Low Y SMART SWAP 
BUILDING 

PROPOSAL- ASTER 

                                                             
3 https://renovate-italy.org/ 
 

https://renovate-italy.org/
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incentive 
interventions 

8 Risk sharing 
procedure between 
bank and public body 

Risk exposure Policy + 
finance 

Finance Mediu
m 

N   

9 Territorial marketing 
upon sustainability 
and energy efficiency 

Insufficient knowledge fo 
the multiple social benefits 
of energy efficiency 

Culture/c
ommunic

ation 

Policy Mediu
m 

Y RENOVATE ITALY 
CAMPAIGN 

10 Guaranteed 
feasibility study  
(knowledge about 
how to write it) 

Difficult replication 
increases transaction 
costs, absence of 
standardised 
measurements and 
verifications practice 

Supply Finance High N   

11 Financial tool for 
apartment buildings  

Property fragmentation Finance Demand High Y CREDITO 

CONDOMINIO/PRES

TITO CONDOMINIO 

SMART- 

HARLEY&DIKKINSO

N 

12 Private ownerships 
aggregation through 
the constitutions of 
legal subjects such as 
community 
cooperatives   

Large number of decision 
makers in residential 
sector 

Demand Supply Mediu
m 

Y COMUNITA' SOLARE 

13 Municipalities 
aggregation to 
enable a critical mass 

Small project size Demand   Low N   

14 Insurances to 
guarantee energy 
savings 

Uncertainty associated 
with energy savings 

Supply Finance High N   

15 Rapid and non-
invasive 
interventions 

Solutions not yet available: 
management of residents 
moving during deep 
renovation projects  

Supply Demand Mediu
m 

Y SMART SWAP 
BUILDING - ASTER + 

TRANSITION TO 
ZERO - 

ENERGIESPRONG  

16 All-inclusive package 
(diagnosis, 
intervention, 
monitoring and 
maintenance)  

Fragmented building 
trades 

Supply Supply High N   

17 New businesses that 
overcome energy 
efficiency 

Insufficient knowledge of 
the multiple social benefits 
of energy efficiency 

Supply Supply 
+ 

Policy 

High Y ALLORA SPENGO - 
ENERGY WAY  

18 Securitisation of eco-
bonuses by banks 

Difficulty to use efficiently 
eco-bonuses and other tax 
incentives by enterprises 
and housing owners 

Policy Finance Low N   

19 Enhance and spread 
new technologies for 
nZEB buildings 

Uncertainty associated 
with energy savings 

Supply Finance High Y   

 

3.2.3 France 
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Emerging solutions addressing financial issues 

Capitalising on existing financial instrument devices (CEE, CPE, eco-PTZ, ...)  

1. Improve French energy efficiency certificate (CEE): extend the CEE perimeter to construction 

materials such as wood. 

2. Improve French Performance Energy Contract (CPE) 

a. To overcome the dichotomy tenant/owner, a specific status could be implemented for 

the CPE through the recoverable rental fee in order to reason with constant overall 

expenses for the rent, like in the NL.A system of "Hot Rent" (as exists in Sweden) could 

also be envisaged to include energy costs in the rent, and allow the owner to recover 

some benefit when investing in energy efficiency improvements. 

b. The high transaction costs can be offset by aggregating several buildings to increase the 

size contracts. This aggregation can be done in two different and potentially 

complementary approaches: 

i. By consolidating multiple buildings of the same owner: it is for example the case 

that the two CPE signed in 2009 and 2010 by the Alsace and Central regions to 

renovate their schools for amounts of € 30 million. 

ii. By consolidating several buildings of different owners: this is for example the 

target project incurred by the provinces of Milan and Chieti in Italy. However, 

communities are reluctant to sign a contract where they are severally liable for 

other communities, it is generally a joint procurement for a number of 

municipalities and individual contracts. Besides the fact that the aggregation of 

buildings under one contract achieves critical mass likely  justified to high 

transaction costs, it also allows the ESCO to mitigate its risk by reasoning globally 

(Underperformance on a building may be offset by better results on other 

buildings, so that the overall contractual targets are met). Aggregation also 

allows ESCO to create a project company that will mobilize ESCO equity but also 

investors. This debt will be repaid by free cash flow (especially the flow of 

guaranteed energy savings) 

3. Reflect on the improvement of existing loans (Eco PTZ – pret vert): The objective should be to 

review with the banking sector the characteristics of regulated loans dedicated to energy 

retrofits to make them more attractive, in particular by extending their duration, or by 

developing loans for condominium, or include the energy efficiency gain in the solvency 

calculation. 

 

Supporting ESCOs 

Third party financing or public ESCOs 

The requirements of banks and investors in terms of profitability, liquidity and level of risk are not in line 

with ambitious renovation projects, notably due to the lack of sufficient track records. Public intervention 

is therefore necessary and legitimate to pave the way and help to structure with financing arrangements 

capable of showing the viability of the renovation market. Specific third-party financing operators acting 

as ESCO can thus be created to develop investments with low ROI rand long return times. The public 

sector (national, local or other) is in the best position to invest in such operators.  This financial scheme 

allows to Finance building renovation by a third party through the creation of a Public private dedicated 

company: “Société Publique Locale d’efficacité énergétique de France”. This company will achieve the 

investment and will guarantee the performance; the concept of third party funding was highlighted by the 

working group "The Innovative Financing for Energy Efficiency" ("FIEE") from the French Plan on 

Sustainable Building, conducted in 2013. This scheme provides an energy upgrade offer that includes 

financing of the operation and post-work monitoring, so that the owner has nothing to finance because 
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the future energy savings gradually repay all or part of the investment. In France, three types of operators 

have been created to meet the requirements of different market segments:  

- In Ile-de-France, SEM Energies Posit'IF targets the renovation of condominium property through 

energy performance contracts; Great Brest Métropole Océane develops a similar offer through 

the SEMPI. 

- In Rhône-Alpes, the Local Civil Society DARE finances and implements performance contracts 

energy (outsourcing their technical part) to its shareholders. 

- In Picardy, the Public Service Efficiency Energy may finance all or part of energy renovation of 

individual housing  

- In Alsace, a similar service has just been implemented with OCTAVE operators. 

These operators also have the possibility to contract reverse mortgage to fund renovation work 

 

Insurance and guarantee for ESCOs  

Interventions on the building envelope remain are still considered as too risky by most actors, in particular 

banks, although they have been technically developed for more than 10 years. Technical and financial 

risks involve higher interest rates or ROE requirements, resulting in a reduction in the level of savings 

generated over a given time horizon. This could be limited by developing technical assurances and 

financial guarantees. 

- Technical shortcomings, which are due to deficiencies in the implementation of he works, are 

inclined to occur during the first years of the contract. After that, the risk is mainly limited by the 

optimal management of facilities, which is the core business of many of ESCOs. Clients and 

financers therefore seek to ensure the capacity of the ESCO to assume the financial 

consequences of underperformance in terms of energy savings.  Securing the ESCO guarantee is 

certainly important for the customer but it is also a crucial issue to facilitate the access of SMEs to 

the CPEs. Without insurance, the financers require collateral to the loan that requires a type a 

guarantee from a bank or an asset that excludes actually most of SMEs. 

- Financial guarantees: In addition, guarantee funds could be set up, which  could provide 3 main 

financial products: 

 Direct loans to building owners or ESCOs, in the form of a revolving fund 

 Partial credit guarantees to cover part of the defaults in CPE 

 CPE portfolio guarantees for ESCOs to cover late payments. 

To guarantee renovation work or new building , the Risk sharing facilities (RSF – guarantee fund)) could 

also be used: France’s proposal to use the obligation from article 7 of EED to create a national guarantee 

fund for renovation loans was integrated in the finance law of 2015 but application measures have to be 

taken. 

Refinance ESCOs 

In the long term, a mechanism for the repurchase of the receivables held by ESCOs through CPE could be 

envisaged. Indeed, after the first years of a CPE, the risk of major defects is low and the contract (CPE) has 

shown that it generates a constant and credible flow of income. The contract could then easily be 

transferred to a bank or other institutional investor. In Berlin, banks thus repurchase most of CPE's debts, 

reflecting that for them the CPE has become a credible product. A solution could be to securitize 

receivables (linked to CPEs but also more widely to loans Renovation) and to resell them in the form of 

obligations directly to Markets at advantageous rates. This could be implemented directly by an operator 

but in view of the amounts required for a program to be launched and the novelty of such a product in 

the markets, it seems more efficient to create a specific vehicle combining public Private, with a public 

guarantee on the first losses. Securitisation also requires to create a homogeneous asset class, which is far 

from the case today.  
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Emerging solutions addressing societal issues 

Develop a network of regional platforms for the energy renovation to offer to household some advice, technical 

support (audit, energy assessment ...) and finance their work projects. 

In July 2014, ADEME launched a call for expressions of interest for Communities to set up housing renewal 

platforms for Private, individual or collective housing. These platforms aim to accompany individuals in 

the renovation of their home going beyond the action already undertaken by the Energy Information 

Spaces (EIS) and the Point Renovations Info Service (PRIS). The aim is to provide consumers with a global 

view of the renovation from design to performance monitoring, and to better respond to the Financing of 

the work, in particular by facilitating the mobilisation of Local financial players.  

Develop the generalisation of "one-stop" information shop to increase the consumers knowledge on the existing 

financial instrument and renovation interest to improve knowledge on 'behavioural impact "in the energy 

consumption of buildings 

Develop energy efficiency label or a public brand  

The idea is to create a public brand of quality and performance, based on performance standards such as 

the BBC Renewal level, or even more ambitious objectives consistent with the Energy Climate 2030 

objectives, and on a control of achievements under the aegis of the regional bodies with a unified 

communication at the national level. This would involve the launch of a national brand following what has 

been done in Germany with the KfW Effizienzhaus mark, which allows the public intervention to be 

"signed" in a coordinated way on different aspects: technical standards / incentive / financing / control / 

adequacy of the work. 

Develop "responsible building value” 

Discussion are also on the development of a "responsible building value” and applying an incentive-

penalty system for homeowners to realize the energy efficiency work. 
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4. Synthesis 

4.1 Findings per platform 
According to the EU-level stakeholders consulted, there needs to be a change in focus of the objective. 
Energy efficiency in buildings needs to be made financially attractive but also needs to be enforced 
through clear regulations and its execution. All stakeholders made the same point that through stricter 
regulations and law enforcement the matter of energy efficient buildings becomes a must and therefore 
not negotiable. Stricter and clearer regulations would probably also decrease costs as it becomes 
standard product and enforces the market to become more experimental in finding new solutions. 
 

NL Platform 
The Dutch strategy revolves around three main pillars:  

1. Real estate evaluation,  
2. Process and document standardisation  
3. Availability of examples. Based on the stakeholder dialogue 

The largest impact is expected from the first pillar. Real estate evaluation is therefore the main focus of 
the Dutch platform.  
 

IT Platform 
If we look at the opinions of each specific category of stakeholders, we can identify some convergences:  

 The financial sector aimed at increasing the bankability of interventions and in order to sustain 
refurbishment projects a great effort has to be done by the public sector, from the European level 
of finance (EIB tools, for instance), to the regional level, where the public should find and activate 
new financial resources, facilitating risk sharing measure with financial institutions  

 The supply sector is focused on incentive stabilisation and standardisation on really relevant 
interventions, such as deep renovations. The public should allow a higher flexibility, introducing 
for instance demolition and reconstruction possibility where the renovation would be not enough  

 Policy and demand stakeholders pay attention to the necessity to improve the public sector 
capacity to relate with private 

 
All three groups consider the public sector more capable to make a difference since:  

 It could revise the regulation  

 It owns a large building stock (tertiary, schools, social housing) which it can directly operate on 

 It is lacking with regard to the dialogue with other relevant actors 

 It has the mission to enhance the common good: better than others it can see the wider 
framework of Energy efficiency, which is linked to social impact  

 
Further actions not yet specified are the strengthening of the public-private partnerships and the 
regulation revision, for example by introducing compulsory rules to make Energy efficiency interventions 
from optional to mandatory. Emilia-Romagna Region has already applied similarly the Itaca Protocol.  
 
The most promising solutions should focus on aggregating multiple actors in different areas: 

 Finance and public sector, to deliver large scale projects and share the risk 

 Different operators in the supply chain, to deliver integrated deep renovation projects 

 Different owners, in order to scale the size of the projects 
 
Financial tools should therefore be targeted on these “aggregators”: crowdfunding financing and the 
recent proposal for eco-buildings incentives should go in this direction.  
 

Few solutions have been so far identified within the “demand side” of competences and responsibilities: 

starting from a deeper marketing analysis of families motivational drivers to improving the knowledge 
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among final users about saving opportunities. This kind of campaign, at the moment, didn’t have a 

relevant impact and a change in energy efficiency communication is required.   

 

FR Platform 
Most of the existing instruments concern financial barriers whereas behavioural and administrative 
barriers are mostly neglected. Despite multiple critics from supply builders and professionals on the too 
complex RT 2012, the regulation will not be revised. 
 
The market really lacks an efficient and easy solution to implement renovation concept with global 
renovation packages, adapted to the type of building or green building concept. 
 
Solutions allowing to disconnect the renovation from the owner are promising. Some arrangements set in 
the frame of the third party financing aim to offer loans whose repayments are collected through 
channels that make it possible to attach the receivables, not to the owner, but to the building Itself. This 
reduces the risk of default and makes it possible to envisage investments even if the building may be 
resold before the investment is repaid, as the "debt" may be transferred to the next owner. This approach 
can be effective in overcoming the aversion of the actors for the long-term investments. 
 
Many of the solutions evocated are beyond the sphere of influence of BuildInterest and we might focus 
on the following:  

 Presentation of the best show cases from France, EU countries or other countries: Demonstrate 
the innovative aspects but also the viability of green building projects. 

 Make Energy Efficiency projects and companies investible for VC  

 Initiate energy efficiency label 

 Third party financing: Attract the banks for the refinancing of private/public ESCOs   

 Reflections on new loans better adapted to the renovation constraints (duration; solvency; 
specific loans for condominium; fixed-rate loan offer, determined by reference to the current 
“Livret A“ (the favourite saving account in France), and for periods of up to 30 years, like in 
Germany. 

 

4.2 Analysis 
This report presents the first findings of the BuildInterest project with respect to solutions for the market 
of energy efficiency investments in the built environment.  
 

4.2.1 Platform focus 
Between the three national platforms there is a different focus. This may be partly due to the different 
national or regional circumstances, but also due to different background and focus areas of the partners 
running the platforms.  
 
The focus of the French platform is mostly on investments by venture capitalists in innovative clean-tech 
companies. The Dutch platform on the other hand mainly tries to link banks and institutional investors to 
project developers. The Italian platform has the broadest approach, covering most of the stakeholders 
involved, also including the public sector/local authorities.  
 
The figure below is a simplified representation of the main focus of each platform, the platforms do not 
limit themselves to these stakeholders.  
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Figure 2 Simplified platform focus 

 

This focus partly explains the Dutch emphasis on real estate valuation methods, which should make 
energy efficiency projects more bankable by putting a value on the wider benefits of the measures, such 
as health effects or labour productivity increases.  
 
The French platform aims to make energy efficiency companies or projects in the built environment 
investible, for instance by attracting third party finance for energy efficiency investments. Another 
approach is to link venture capitalists to innovative clean-tech companies in order to bring down the cost 
of energy efficiency measures.  
 
In line with their broader approach, the Italian thought is that the most promising solutions should focus 
on aggregating multiple actors in different areas. For example the finance and public sector, to deliver 
large scale projects and share the risk. 
 

4.2.2 Type of solutions 
The project was designed with a strong bottom-up approach: tools and solutions were to be proposed 

and implemented not by the project partners but by the market actors themselves. This would lead to 

several practical, short-term proposals for tools and solutions, of which the most relevant would be 

selected and implemented by BUILDINTEREST. However, as the project proceeded and the platforms 

developed, they succeeded in involving much more high-level stakeholders than anticipated, from high-

ranking banking executives to C-level managers from the construction sector. This has greatly enhanced 

the platform’s visibility and relevance in their respective countries and regions, and resulted in a high-

quality, high-level discussion of solutions. However, as a consequence, the tools and solutions that were 

identified by the involved market actors are much more ambitious, on a higher level, and with a more 

long-term horizon. For the same reason, there were also much fewer solutions identified than initially 

expected.  
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5. Next steps  
As mentioned earlier, this report is an interim report with preliminary findings. The final report, covering 
the barriers and solutions as well as the strategy to implement those solutions is due in month 12 (D 
3.2/4.2/5.2). The analysis of barriers and solutions is part of this document, and should be instrumental to 
this strategy. 
 
The implementation strategy will outline the approach to implementing the most promising solutions in 
year 2 of the BuildInterest project. To this end, the solutions will be further analysed for up-scaling and 
replication potential. Questions to be answered include: 
• What is innovative about the solution? 
• Who should be involved in implementing it? Which stakeholder has what role in implementation? 

Who needs to be convinced? Who needs to support? Etc. 
• What else is needed to implement this solution? E.g. regulatory change, promotion, international 

cooperation, etc. 
• Has the solution already been implemented? What results have already been achieved? 
• Is the solution ready for replication or should it be further developed? 
• Will the solution generate enough impact? 
• Is there still sufficient support from the required stakeholders? 
• Is there sufficient potential for replication and/or upscaling? 
• What can BuildInterest do to help with the further development of the solution? 
• What can BuildInterest do to help with the implementation of the solution?  
• What is the potential impact of the solution? 
• Etc. 
 
The above analysis will form the basis for the implementation strategy. This strategy will involve a 
concrete work plan to implement the selected solutions, to be developed together with the relevant 
stakeholders.  This plan for implementation of the solutions will include: 
• A plan to involve the stakeholders 
• An approach to ensure the required conditions to implement the solution. E.g. regulatory 

conditions, support from stakeholders etc. 
• Plans with respect to promotion, international cooperation, etc. 
• Synergies with other solutions.  
• A timeline for the actions 
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Annex A: PEEF Platform - NL  
 

A1: Statement of Intent - PEEF 
In aansluiting op het Europese initiatief EEFIG, Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group, (waar ook 

veel leden afkomstig zijn uit andere sectoren) het specifieke onderdeel van EEFIG, het De-risking Energy 

Efficiency Platform, DEEP, de open source database voor energy efficiency projects geïnitieerd door EEFIG, 

en het succesvolle platform PCAF, Platform Carbon Accounting Financials, streven onderstaande personen 

van financiële instellingen, lokale energie-initiatieven, energiemaatschappijen, netbeheerders en van de 

bouw, de installatiebranch en het vastgoed ernaar om in Nederland standaardprocessen en –documenten 

voor financiering van energie-efficiëntie en duurzame energieopwekking vorm te geven om de 

klimaatdoelstellingen te bereiken.  

De onderstaande personen uit de financiële instellingen hebben de intentie om de methoden voor 

investeringen en financieringen in energie-efficiëntie samen met projectontwikkelaars en uitvoerders 

verder te ontwikkelen. Zij zullen zich hier persoonlijk voor inzetten. Geheel geanonimiseerd en niet strijdig 

met geheimhoudingsafspraken en in open concurrentie zullen alle deelnemers bij gaan dragen aan het 

versneld ontwikkelen van kennis en het standaardiseren van methoden. Zoals ook de hypotheekbanken 

erin zijn geslaagd een hoge mate van standaardisering door te voeren, en daarmee snelle en toegankelijke 

dienstverlening te bereiken, zo willen ook de financiële instellingen komen tot betere aansluiting bij de 

energie efficiëntie beogende projecten. Op Europees niveau wordt hard gewerkt aan de data base die de 

financiële instellingen meer inzicht geven in de risico’s die energy efficiency projecten behelzen. Eind van 

het jaar is deze database voor alle partijen toegankelijk. Nu al voor enkele ondertekenaars van deze 

intentie. Tegelijkertijd verzamelt de DG Energy via EEFIG kennis over  de financieringsprocessen en –

methoden. Van onderstaande instellingen hebben er al twee hier daadwerkelijk aan meegewerkt.  Het 

doel is om tegelijkertijd de financiële partners en de niet financiële partners elkaars taal te leren begrijpen 

en samen te komen tot de grote versnelling van energie efficiëntie die nodig is om de klimaatdoelen te 

bereiken.  Met deze intentieverklaring spreken onderstaande personen zich uit om met hun bedrijven 

actief deel te nemen in de oprichting van dit nieuwe samenwerkingsverband.  Nadrukkelijk sturen alle 

partijen aan op het creëren van een circulaire economie. 

Zij vragen gezamenlijk de nationale overheid en de gedecentraliseerde overheden nauw samen te werken 

met de financiële instituties en de andere partners die in navolging van het Europese initiatief EEFIG ook 

in Nederland concreet de versnelling aan gaan pakken.  

Tijdens het Springtij festival 2016 buigen van vertegenwoordigers Nederlandse financiële instellingen, 

samen met initiatiefnemers in decentrale energieprojecten, gebouweigenaren en andere stakeholders 

zich over de oprichting van het samenwerkingsverband onder de voorlopige naam Platform Energie-

Efficiency Financials (PEEF).  

Bijlagen: 

1. Nadere uitwerking doelen 

2. Concept terms of reference 

3. Deelnemers 
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Nadere uitwerking doelen  

De Nederlandse Vereniging van Banken heeft in 2015 al een Klimaatstatement uitgebracht. Ondertekend 

door 14 bankiers waarin zij onder andere beloven: 

Wij moedigen onze klanten waar mogelijk aan om hun CO2-uitstoot te verlagen en helpen hen daarbij 

met producten en diensten 

Wij streven ernaar om de verduurzaming van de Nederlandse woningvoorraad, kantoren en ander 

vastgoed te versnellen 

Wij gaan de dialoog en samenwerking met de maatschappij aan rondom klimaatadaptatie en –mitigatie 

en de financiering daarvan 

Het is nu tijd voor een volgende stap. Tussen de mogelijkheden die gebouwen hebben om energetisch 

verbeterd te worden en de financiële middelen die de financiële instellingen ter beschikking hebben gaapt 

een groot gat. Zelfs onnoembaar vele verbeteringen die financieel heel aantrekkelijk zijn, worden niet 

aangepakt of uitgesteld. Zelfs niet als de Wet Milieubeheer deze verbeteringen verplicht stelt. Het is 

duidelijk dat er een grote mismatch is tussen wat gewenst of zelfs verplicht wordt en wat er gebeurt en 

wordt gefinancierd. 

De financiële instellingen kunnen en willen hierin een actieve bijdrage leveren. Een eerste aanzet hiervoor 

is de handreiking voor kleine energieprojecten4 die de Triodos Bank en de ASN Bank hebben geschreven 

en op de website van de NVB ter beschikking hebben gesteld.  

De twee banken delen hierin hun algemene kennis en ervaringen met decentrale energieprojecten om 

een handreiking te doen naar kleinschalige projecten. Het volstaat echter niet om algemene kennis te 

delen, het gaat om zeer gerichte praktische instrumenten. 

Met PEEF kunnen de energie besparende en energie opwekkende projecten  oplossingen krijgen  voor 

drie bekende struikelblokken: 

 Probleem 1: De grootte van de aangevraagde kredieten is te klein voor tailor made 

projectfinanciering.  

 Oplossing 1: PEEF ontwikkelt opschaling door het creëren van financieringsmodellen voor 

volloopmandjes 

 Probleem 2: De businessplannen zijn onderontwikkeld 

 Oplossing 2: PEEF levert gedetailleerde en kopieerbare voorbeelden van businessplannen die wel 

haalbaar zijn 

 Probleem 3: Er is te weinig uniformiteit 

 Oplossing 3: PEEF schept kaders voor 

o het gebruik van erkende technieken: 

o heldere, eenduidige contracten; 

o stabiele cash flow, ook bij veranderende marktomstandigheden; 

o zekerheden met betrekking tot een stabiele cashflow 

Hoe gaat het wel werken? 

                                                             

4 https://www.nvb.nl/publicaties-standpunten/publicaties/5031/handreiking-financiering-decentrale-duurzame-

energieprojecten.html 

 

https://www.nvb.nl/publicaties-standpunten/publicaties/5031/handreiking-financiering-decentrale-duurzame-energieprojecten.html
https://www.nvb.nl/publicaties-standpunten/publicaties/5031/handreiking-financiering-decentrale-duurzame-energieprojecten.html
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Het platform bestaat alleen uit mensen die van hun organisatie vol mandaat hebben gekregen om zeer 

concrete projecten te gaan financieren die voorheen niet financierbaar waren. Mensen die nog niet 

sceptisch zijn, mensen die nog enthousiast zijn, mensen die zelf ervaren hebben dat en hoe het wel kan. 

Het platform werkt uitsluitend met gehele ketens tegelijkertijd aan een specifiek soort financiering. Dus 

enkele financiële experts samen met bouwers, installateurs, aanbieders van ESCO, energiemaatschappij, 

lokale energiecoöperatie, etc. Het is altijd een multi-stakeholderaanpak. 

Twee voorbeelden van problemen met ieder twee subwerkgroepen ter illustratie; 

Voorbeeld 1. Niet van de grond komen van massale renovatie van particuliere woningen 

Onderzoek van Bouwend Nederland en van SNS Bank NV laat zien dat zonder extra stimulering 

verduurzaming bij de klant op een laag pitje staat en dat er huiver is om bij te lenen. Zelfs de duurzame 

elite van Nederland woont niet in een A++ huis. 

De praktijk van Thuisbaas (Urgenda) laat zien dat particuliere eigenaren bereid zijn heel ver te gaan en 

zelfs veel extra te lenen. Zij halen de energie-uitgaven van de toekomst naar voren.  

Het verschil in gedrag zit niet in de klanten zelf, maar in de uitgebreide begeleiding van de klant. 

Thuisbaas is geen winstgevend bedrijf maar hun formule is fantastisch om de eerste schapen over de dam 

te krijgen.  

Hoe kunnen de financiële instellingen samen werken met de bouw- installatiesector om wel die 

schaalvergroting te realiseren?  

Wat is er nodig om de particulier de stap te laten wagen van het nu investeren en te vertrouwen dat dit 

leidt tot evenredig minder uitgeven in de toekomst? 

De financiële sector heeft al ingezet op diverse instrumenten: Extra hypotheekruimte boven LTV, 

energiebespaarlening, binnenkort nieuwe subsidie op isolatie, binnenkort grote landelijke campagne van 

Bzk. Er is niettemin geen stormloop te verwachten, als we niet meer doen dan alleen deze instrumenten 

ter beschikking te stellen. 

Subwerkgroep 1, horend bij: Niet van de grond komen van massale renovatie van particuliere woningen 

Bouwend Nederland, samen met Uneto VNI en Koninklijke OnderhoudNL en een of meerdere 

hypotheekverstrekkende banken ontwerpen een 1 op 1 samenwerkingsframework. Iedere 

hypotheekadviseur die in samenwerking met de bouw een UPS ziet, laat zich matchen aan een partner uit 

de bouw die een Duurzame Aanbieder is. Een Duurzame Aanbieder bespreekt renovatie, aanleg nieuwe 

badkamer, keuken, dakkapel, zodanig dat de klant inzicht krijgt in wat er nodig is om de woning Nul op de 

Meter te maken in de toekomst. De financiële consequenties, investeren nu, waardevastheid woning, 

comfort, ruimte tov LTV, alle onderdelen komen tegelijkertijd aan de orde in het gesprek met de klant in 

nauwe samenwerking tussen hypotheekadviseur en duurzame aanbieder uit de bouwwereld.   

Deze innovatieve aanpak sluit aan bij de beweging die de NVG op gang wil brengen5.  

Subwerkgroep 2, horend bij Niet van de grond komen van massale renovatie van particuliere woningen 

Parallel aan de nieuwe benadering van de particuliere klant moet de financiële sector gaan werken aan 

betere taxatie van vastgoed op basis van het comfort en de energetische prestatie van de woning. Immers 

een van de grote belemmeringen voor het investeren door de particulier in de retrofit van de eigen 

woning is de angst dat de waarde van de woning minder stijgt dan de kosten van de investering.  

                                                             
5 https://vng.nl/onderwerpenindex/milieu-en-mobiliteit/ondersteuningsprogramma-energie/nieuws/meer-geld-voor-

innovatieve-aanpakken-energie 

 

https://vng.nl/onderwerpenindex/milieu-en-mobiliteit/ondersteuningsprogramma-energie/nieuws/meer-geld-voor-innovatieve-aanpakken-energie
https://vng.nl/onderwerpenindex/milieu-en-mobiliteit/ondersteuningsprogramma-energie/nieuws/meer-geld-voor-innovatieve-aanpakken-energie
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Makelaars hebben nog niet gestandaardiseerd hoe zij de afwijking van de woning ten opzichte van een 

Nul op de Meter woning en comfortabele woning taxeren. Hiervoor is nieuwe expertise nodig. Professor 

Brounen kan aansluiten bij de werkgroep en professor Ivo Opstelten voor de feitelijke onderbouwing 

van  de waardestijging. Ook de resultaten van EU onderzoek naar de brown discount in niet energetisch 

optimaal vastgoed en EU onderzoek naar de relatie tussen investeringen en daadwerkelijke vermindering 

van energielasten moeten in deze werkgroep worden meegenomen. NHG en hypotheekverstrekkers 

kunnen aansluiten om gezamenlijk af te spreken dat de afstand tot de Nul op de Meter conditie van de 

woning in het taxatierapport moet worden vermeld.  

Voorbeeld 2: Niet-financierbaar zijn van meerderheid van kleine SDE aanvragen 

Kleine SDE aanvragen hebben laten zien dat de SDE deadline voor realiseren van het project in gevaar 

komt doordat de financiering niet rond komt. Zelfs projecten waarbij het kredietvolume > 1 miljoen euro 

hebben moeite hun business case zodanig vorm te geven dat het project bankkabel is. Diverse 

instrumenten zijn of worden ontwikkeld om dit vlot te trekken. ODE Decentraal/REScoopNL, regionale 

energiefondsen, banken en NLII komen tot een frameworkafspraak waardoor financieringsaanvragen 

door kleine coöperaties zodanig zijn gestandaardiseerd in kasstromen, debt service coverage 

ratio,  statuten, besluiten, bevoegdheden, etc. dat juridische toetsing achterwege kan blijven en risico-

analyse versneld kan worden uitgevoerd.  

Subwerkgroep 1  kleine cooperaties en banken 

ODE Decentraal/REScoopNL, regionale energiefondsen, banken en NLII komen tot een frameworkafspraak 

waardoor financieringsaanvragen door kleine coöperaties zodanig zijn gestandaardiseerd in kasstromen, 

debt service coverage ratio,  statuten, besluiten, bevoegdheden, etc. dat juridische toetsing achterwege 

kan blijven en risico-analyse versneld kan worden uitgevoerd.  

Subwerkgroep 2  gebouweigenaren, aanbieders van ESCOs en banken 

ESCO’s zijn instrumenteel om het splitincentive probleem op te lossen. Er zijn al vele ESCO’s opgericht en 

gefinancierd. Echter de markt is veel groter. De brancheorganisaties slagen er onvoldoende in massaal het 

vertrouwen te wekken van de onderwijsinstellingen, de zorginstellingen en andere vastgoedeigenaren om 

grootschalig PV, WKO en andere projecten van de grond te krijgen. Wanneer de partijen eindelijk met 

elkaar in zee willen gaan, begint een tijdrovend traject met de financier. Geleerde lessen bij de financiers 

laten precies zien welke obstakels zich voordoen. Veel obstakels  treden iedere keer weer op. Banken en 

andere financiers kunnen op basis van de succescases komen tot gezamenlijk overeengekomen 

standaarden waaraan aanvragen moeten voldoen.  
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Figure 3 Signed Statement of Intent PEEF 
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A2: Concept terms of reference PEEF 
 

Concept terms of reference PEEF  

30 augustus 2016 

Goal and ambitions: 

PEEF participants have subscribed to the Dutch Energy Efficiency Pledge and adhere to: 

 “…Work together to come to standardised procedures, protocols, documentation in order to enable 

energy efficieny projects to be financed. Our initiative consists of leaders of different segments of the 

Dutch financial sector. We want to share and learn from practice and find solutions for dilemmas. We 

hope this will stimulate the development and adoption of energy efficiency projects and target setting in 

the financial sector on a larger scale for all their investments. Our goal is to form a group of leading 

financial institutions that cooperate in a bottom up initiative to achieve transparency and uniformity in 

financing energy efficiency projects.” 

Participants united in PEEF will strive for a consistent and common approach for financing energy 

efficiency projects, and target setting for investments on at least an annual frequency. Energy efficiency 

projects include both retrofit of existing buildings as well as decentralized energy production. 

PEEF members commit to: 

 Active participation and regular attendance in PEEF meetings and sub-meetings. 

 Bring in expertise on financing energy efficiency in buildings and share this openly 

 Deliver ‘open source’ end products in the form of methodologies for a range of energy efficiency 

projects 

 Contribute to costs agreed collectively by PEEF members..  

PEEF working group members commit to: 

 Active participation and regular attendance in PEEF working group meetings and sub-meetings. 

 Bring in expertise on setting up effective companies, contracts, guarantees and share this openly 

 Deliver ‘open source’ end products in the form of methodologies for a range of energy efficiency 

projects 

 Contribute to costs agreed collectively by PEEF members 

Working groups: 

Beside PEEF  group there will be smaller working groups that work on developing specific elements of 

methodologies for a range of energy efficiency projects according to the common framework agreed on 

for working groups like private PV decentralized projects, SME PV projects, retrofit for social housing 

projects, retrofit for SME real estate, retrofit of private houses, retrofit in Utility real estate. 

PEEF members will chair the working groups 

Experts can be invited to participate in a working group after agreement by PEEF members in particular 

project developers in energy efficiency in building, decentralized energy projects, owners of large 

property portfolio’s.  

Working process 

PEEF is the platform that discusses, develops and decides on uniformity in transparency, methodologies 

for a range of energy efficiency projects and target setting. PEEF wants to achieve this through a bottom 

up process. PEEF members will share their practical experience with methodologies for a range of energy 

efficiency projects and discuss ways to achieve uniformity and adhere to them 
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PEEF meets at least five times a year  

PEEF will share the results of its efforts  at an international level based on its national work and will 

engage in constructive dialogue with international institutions such as EEFIG undertaking similar efforts 

on methodologies for a range of energy efficiency projects  

Out of practical considerations each PEEF working groups consists of a limited number of participants with 

practical experience in methodologies for a range of energy efficiency projects  

PEEF expects to be active for at least two years ( September 2016 till September 2019) after which its 

future will be evaluated. 

Governance 

PEEF members will make decisions preferably by consensus, or with a qualified majority, on any issue 

(50% + two of all active organisations) 

There will be a maximum of two participants for each member in PEEF  

Participation in PEEF  is only open to financial institutions (banks, insurers, pension funds, asset managers)  

PEEF working groups are open to all organisations active in decentralized energy production and energy 

efficiency in buildings 

PEEF can invite other participants such as specialists, NGOs, government etc for discussions as and when 

relevant 

PEEF appoints a chair among its members for two years (currently, ASN Bank) 

PEEF can appoint a secretariat from among its members or an external party. The activities of the 

secretariat can be extended with the agreement of the PEEF members 

Input or support from external parties may be sought in PEEF’s initial work. This can be on expertise with 

regard to energy efficiency or on process management such as a secretariat Participants of PEEFF and the 

Reference Group commit to cover agreed costs equally, from the start.   

Communication 

PEEF (members) intends to deliver standards for loan applications for energy efficiency projects including 

requirements for proper organisation structures, cash flow forecasts, debt service coverage ratio, 

contracts for supply of energy or delivery of services. This will be made public and open for comment  

If there is a need for external communication this will go through the chair after consultation with PEEF 

members 

If the need for external communication grows an online PEEF Platform will be considered  

PEEF members agree to co-ordinate the communication of key milestones in the development of the 

platform’s work. The role of PEEF members in communicating progress and a process for approving 

individual member communication will need to be agreed. 
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Organisation Contact E-mail 

ASN Bank Dorine Putman-Devilee Dorine.Putman-Devilee@asnbank.nl 

BNG Caspar Boendermaker caspar.boendermaker@bngbank.nl 

NIA Dick Hagoort Dick.Hagoort@nia-nl.nl 

NVB Sharon van Ede ede@NVB.nl 

ING Peter Gobel 
Jos Jonkers 

Floske Kusse 

Peter.Gobel@ingrealestate.com 

Jos.Jonkers@ing.com 
 

ABN AMRO Richard Kooloos richard.kooloos@nl.abnamro.com 

RABO Bas Ruter linda.vandongen@sns.nl 

SNS Linda Van Dongen janwillem@greencrowd.nl 

Green Crowd Jan Willem Zwang  

Start Green / One Planet Crowd Coenraad de Vries coenraad@startgreen.nl 

Triodos Bank Jacco Minnaar  

Uneto VNI Titia Sierkema  

Bouwend Nederland Hans Slegtenhorst  H.Slegtenhorst@bouwendnederland.nl 

RVO  Irma Thijssen Irma.thijssen@rvo.nl 

Alliander Pallas Agterberg Pallas.agterberg@alliander.com 

Ymere P. Van Meekren p.vanmeekren@ymere.nl 

DGBC M. Mooi m.mooij@DGBC.nl 

Gemeente Amsterdam E. Jonkhoff E.Jonkhoff@amsterdam.nl 

Strukton   

De Groene Zaak Marjolein Demmers marjolein.demmers@degroenezaak.com 

RESCOOP / ODE Decentraal Siward Zomer siwardzomer@duurzameenergie.org 

DCS Eduard  

Klimaatplein Rob van der Krijt robvanderrijt@klimaatplein.com 
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Annex B – Stakeholder consultation 
 

B1: Interview summaries 

B1.1: Interview summaries – The Netherlands 
- 

B1.2: Interview summaries – Italy 

Interview to Adelaide Mondo - BPER 

Corporate Responsible - DT Emilia Ovest BPER 
 
15-09-2016 – 1h 
Exploratory interview conducted by ASTER 
Regione Emilia-Romagna 
 
Interviewers:  
Teresa Bagnoli, ASTER 
Donata Folesani, ASTER 
Elena Goldoni, ASTER 
Serena Maioli, ASTER 
 
Barriers 

- Difficulty to involve the hotel sector, despite the Energy refurbishment need, since there is a 
different perspective from owners and managers of the buildings. 

- Apartment buildings are an interesting subject to consider due to the medium-size of the 
projects, but there are still difficulties in delivering projects for a multiple-ownership building 
(lack of experience and awareness of building managers) 

- Lack of a incentives stability 
 
Experiences/solutions applied 

- BPER started to work with sustainability from the period of renewable sources incentives; 
right now they developed a strong interest in Energy efficiency applied to the industrial 
sector as well as residential  

- BPER will take advantage of an EIB tool: 80% of EIB funding for EE interventions funded by 
76% by the bank for 20 years and guarantee to cover losses for the 16% of the enterprises 
involved by the tool. The tool allows also 150h of training with EIB experts. With the tool 
BPER will spend 50 million euro in 36 months for projects of 2 million each. Other European 
banks that will use the tool will be BNP in France and Santander in Spain.  

 
Further opportunities for collaboration 

- Subject to invite to Focus Group series of meetings 

- Long-term opportunities for collaborations related to all financial innovation activities 
conducted by ASTER. 
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Interview to Paolo E. Foà – UniCredit Bank AG 

Markets - Corporate & Investment Banking -  UniCredit Bank AG, Milan Branch  
 
08-11-2016 – 1,5 h 
In-depth Skype interview , conducted by ASTER in collaboration with Nomisma 
 

Interviewers:  
Teresa Bagnoli, ASTER 
Serena Maioli, ASTER 
Federico Fontolan, Nomisma 
 
Barriers  

1. Fragmented building trade: when an enterprise or other subject present small projects, it’s not 

the project that will be financed but the enterprise itself and this causes a problem regarding the 

level of indebtedness of the enterprise 

2. Solvency of tenants and small owners: a third guarantee party should intervene, such as the 

Region through European Funds 

3. Lack of financier awareness: in order to control that the investment is going to finance a truly 

energy efficiency project, the bank has to find technical experts that can evaluate it and this 

causes a cost raising  

4. Poor efficacy of eco-bonuses: this is related to the fact that usually, eco-bonuses have been used 

to pay the interest of refurbishment loan, in the case of small owners, or not used at all by 

enterprises since they don’t know how many taxes they will have to pay. 

 

 

Solutions 

1. Aggregation of many projects or subject: responding to the first barrier 

2. To enhance technology improvement in performance: this would address the uncertainty 

associated with energy savings. Finance should find a third organisation to evaluate technology 

quality and the supply should offer really energy efficient solutions.   

3. Securitisation of eco-bonuses by banks: responding to the fourth barrier 

4. ESCo inside the bank - Officine Verdi: it allow a third party/vision regarding quality of 

interventions financed. 

5. Involve the regulators: responding to the fragmentation across to policy layers. If we know 

immediately the specific law requirements decision making would be easier and solutions 

replicable to other regions. 

 

Succesfull projects and initiatives 

- The EEFIG (http://www.eefig.eu/) is working in a similar way to BUILD LAB with the group work 

DEEP De-risk Energy Efficiency Platform, whose aim is to collect best practice and find common 

criteria to evaluate projects and their performances. The group is creating a database (at the 

moment they have collected 5600 projects) and is formed by enterprises, ESCOs, technical 

experts, consultants and financial institutions (Unicredit and Cassa Depositi e Prestiti are the 

Italian financial institutions involved).  

- Project finance with CONAD supermarket brand to make efficiency their market stores.  

-  

Conditions to evolve the market 

- Share common models  

http://www.eefig.eu/
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- Be open to dialogue, being conscious of the actors you’re talking to 

- Bring to the roundtable objective and precise data to talk about  

 

BUILD LAB priority actions 

- Define the approach of the Laboratory, i.e. language and strategies regarding energy efficiency 

(energy classes or nZEB?)  

- Clarify the objectives to be reached in the specific context, i.e. financing the apartment building 

stock  

- Verify the need for public funding or other implementation needs 

- Invite the actors that can help accomplishing these goals.  
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B1.3: Interview summaries – France 
 

M. Dominique Agrech Investment director of Xange Siparex – Venture Capitals 
06/10/2016 

By Benoit Merland 

 

1. What is the core business of SIPAREX? 

Created in 2004 and based in France and Germany, the company X-Ange Private Equity manages € 315 

million around two areas: innovation and development capital / transmission, with recognized expertise in 

the new technologies. The fund specializes in the financing of SMEs and ETI, Siparex is also present in the 

segment of innovation, with € 1.2 billion under management and more than 900 companies financed since 

its inception 38 years ago. Established in France through seven offices, Siparex is also present in Italy and 

Spain, and also has strategic partnerships in North Africa. 

XAnge is now the Siparex Group’s innovation finance brand, following its merger with XAnge Private Equity 

in 2015. The team has specific expertise in IT, advanced industrial technology (such as cleantech and optics), 

and societal impact. It maintains close ties to the French and European entrepreneurial ecosystem thanks 

to a double presence in France and Germany that sets it apart. Thanks to its faithful and committed network 

of institutional, corporate, and banking partners, it is contributing to the growing computerisation of society 

by serving as the liaison between start-ups and major groups. 

XAnge applies a rigorous selection process to ensure the quality of its investments and maintain close, 

transparent ties with entrepreneurs. The Siparex Group investment teams work to the highest standards, 

holding all information exchanged with startups in the strictest confidentiality, whether or not they have 

been selected for investment. 

 Sectors: IT, advanced technologies, impact investing, cleantech/medtech 

 Unit investments ranging from €0.5 million to €10 million 

 75 portfolio companies 

 

2. What is your interest regarding EE and sustainability in building? 

Our investment share in EE project or sustainable is toady very low but we are aware of the importance of 

its sector. Our perception today is that business model only focuses in EE are not viable, entrepreneurs 

must add intelligence in their service or data management for a real value otherwise we will not invest. 

Xange has notably invested in Intent technologies, an SME, dedicated to the smart management of energy 

in the building. 

3.  What in your perception of the market regarding this sector. 

There is hard competition between different actors. Since there is no real leader, everyone tries to develop 

a model to limit the benefit of others. This sector needs the implementation of an ecosystem of open 

innovation in which big players such as Bouygues, Vinci, and Suez can collaborate with SMEs and start up; 

these groups are currently creating subsidiaries with a logic of capital venture in order to finance project in 

EE and sustainable buildings. Thus, the sector has to establish good practices to better work together. The 

real estate market is a very old sector in France with old majors. There is no interest for them to lead an 

aggressive policy regarding innovative SMEs, they have to conduct a subtle strategy of minor participations 

which should allow them to follow the SME Interest. The idea is to develop for the sector an approach of 

corporate venture.  

4. What are the mains barriers to boost investment in this sector? 
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There is no real demand. We are also not very confident In EE project due to their weak and low ROI. We 

also certainly suffer from a lack of information regarding this sector, the fact that the performances of new 

building are not guaranteed is also a strong barriers for us. In addition, the existing guarantee are also 

inadequate regarding these young projects. 

5. What is your opinion as regards new financing solution such as third party financing?   

Third financing is one of the solution; we think that public policy should help entrepreneurs to find new 

guarantee and this is better than direct public aid to some SMEs. As regards public support, we think it 

should be necessary to avoid any “clientele” risk by creating a real barrier with political leaders.  What has 

been achieved through the Fonds National d’Amorcage in which the public investment was indirect is a 

good thing. With 600 million euros, this National fund makes investments in funds managed by professional 

management teams and which carry their own investments in innovative companies in the seed phase and 

Fund start-up. The National Fund does not directly finance businesses. The seed fund underwritten by the 

National Fund will target primarily companies in technology sectors defined by the National Strategy for 

Research and Innovation: health, food and biotechnology, information technology and communications, 

nanotechnology, environmental technology. The National Fund is operational since June 2011 and it makes 

investments in seed funding for a period of 4 years. Developing Funds of funds is better than directly invest 

in Direct public investments is too risky and may endanger the market as we saw with the bubble effect for 

the PV market. 

6. How to stimulate investment in the sector? 

We should make couple with EE and comfort, or security in order to appeal individuals, owners and kick off 

a real demand in the sector. We should also introduce more measurable indicators by the tenants, owners, 

citizens trough platforms of housing data collection. These indicators should allow a re-appropriation of the 

real estate frontiers and re-create social link. 

7. What are the best players? 

 

CDC remains the main investors in building; We have in France big building (Bouygues, vinci, eiffage) 

companies which are currently adapting their business to the future new RT regulation. 
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M. Fabrice Mercier – Intent technologies 
Date: 13/10/2016 

By Benoit Merland 

 

 

1. What is your core business? 

Intent Technologies connects all the leaders in smart city and building to accelerate their digital strategies. 

The objectives are to: 

 Built for smart building and cities companies gathered around a shared reference frame. 

 Offered in SaaS for a quick setup and without upfront investment. 

 With embedded tools and apps to optimize your processes and develop new services. 

 

With IntentPlatform, master the streams of information from assets and develop a coherent digital 

strategy including field-based relationships with your partner ecosystem.  

 We can optimize the water boiler replacements thanks to activity use data from the equipments 

and the dwellings, to replace the less efficient boilers. 

 We can can reduce the operational costs due to ventilation or heating issues (maintenance, 

complaining, excess heating...) by several euros per year per dwelling, by monitoring equipments 

with sensors and share the data to service provider so that they can do preventive and even 

predictive maintenance. 

 Contracts agreements can be tracked and their relative data can be shared among my associates 

and the field-base staff, to provide the right level of service to the clients. 

 

Our company mainly work with social landlords about property manager who need to put intelligence in 

their building. Today many platforms exist but there is few integrated approach. Intent proposes to connect 

all the actors in a building and provide better qualified data. Our company has a global approach of energy 

and digitalisation of the building with skills in IOT, cloud and interface for new building and renovation with 

adapted sensors. 

  350 000 households connected by Intent tech 

 1 Million in the year to come 

 

2. What are the mains barriers to boost investment in this sector? 

 The main barrier remains the economic uncertainties linked to every start-up. Business model has 

to be proved. VC scope and their funds level in France are also very limited compared to the US. 

Few FR VCs are ready to invest in clean tech in the fields of sustainable building. 

 The operation scale: transaction cost are too heavy for bank regarding the economic and financial 

gain. There is a true interest to create new mechanism of guarantee for which a third party could 

guarantee the start-up activity in the field of sustainable building. Bankers could rely on this third 

party to invest. 

 Difficulty to assess the created value of EE work. For instance, as for collective housing  there is as 

many usages as behaviours, thus it is very difficult to define best practices 

 Societal barriers are also important: digital transformation project are led by the top management 

of social landlords, but the construction workforce is clearly lagging behind. There is a lot of 

misunderstanding with the final users of our system. 

 

3. What is your opinion regarding the market of sustainable building?   

 FR regulation such as RT 2020 will certainly boost the market even if it’s difficult to imagine a real 

application at horizon 2020. Some craftsmen have still difficulties to apply RT2012! 
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 Predective maintenance will also soaring with important business opportunities for us 

 European market on this sector is emerging. We are keen to develop in EU and notably in the UK 

 

4. What is opinion regarding the current FR in instrument to fund EE works and emerging solution? 

 

France has developed a large palette of instruments to fund EE. BPI has done a very good job in propping 

loans or financial solutions (ADI, PTZI) 

 

There is a very interesting project in the US for the BUILDINTEREST project: The Investor Confidence 

Project (ICP),  http://www.eeperformance.org/ which deals with Certified, Standardised, Bankable 

Energy Efficiency Delivered to Market. ICP is a project of the Environmental Defense Fund, defines a 

clear road-map from retrofit opportunity to reliable Investor Ready Energy Efficiency. With a suite of 

Commercial and Multifamily Energy Performance Protocols in place, ICP reduces transaction costs by 

assembling existing standards and practices into a consistent and transparent process that promotes 

efficient markets by increasing confidence in energy efficiency as a demand-side resource 

 

There is also several sites and platforms in the US allowing a matching between investors and innovative 

SMEs in EE 

 

5. What are today the best players? 

 Bouygues (Renaud Trinka / Directeur Général de BIRD RTRNKA@bouygues.com ) 

 DEMETER  

 CDC  

 PREBAT 

 GECINA 

 

  

http://www.eeperformance.org/
https://www.edf.org/climate
http://www.eeperformance.org/project-certification.html
http://www.eeperformance.org/project-development.html
mailto:RTRNKA@bouygues.com
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Francoise Refabert from Vesta Conseil mandated by PREBAT/PUCA 
Date: 20/10/2016 

 

1. What is your core business? 

Vesta Conseil & Finance supports regional public bodies to facilitate the energy renovation of housing. Our 

missions range from design to implementation of local schemes, integrating access to finance.  

 

2. What are the mains barriers to boost investment in this sector? 

 The main barrier remains financial. Financing is maybe one part of the problem however it’s the 

tool that allows to go from the offer to the demand. It is in fact easier to address financial issues 

since many actors (CSTB, shift project, EDF..) are reflecting on the energy transition for housing in 

different ways ( techniques, regulation, certification)  

 Social barriers are high with the low degree of knowledge of the FR users 

 Qualifications of craftsmen which have still difficulties to apply RT2012 

 Reluctance of the bank to accept third party financing due to their prudential ratio. They force the 

government to limit the perimeter of legal structure entitle to act as third party financer by fear of 

a new competition. 

 

3. What is opinion regarding the current FR in instrument to fund EE works and emerging solution?  

We should focus on 3 items: 

 Develop the subsidy schemes to extend to households whose incomes are above the resource 

ceilings considered by ANAH, particularly in condominiums, where the break between households 

with subsidies and those who do not Is an additional obstacle to the conduct of renovation projects 

 Create a "pre-sale" in retail banking networks, which implies understanding and integrating the 

constraints. The retail banking offer consists of two lines of loan families, the characteristics of 

which structure industrial sectors organized: 

o personal loans, unsecured, quick and easy to set up, short-term and 

o real estate loans, long-term, guaranteed, which require more complex instruction and are 

therefore justified for large amounts, generally related to real estate acquisitions, and are 

intended to be refinanced by the issuance of land bonds. 

 Create third-party financing operators: to tackle the challenge of a turn-key offer of energy 

renovation and to widen the market with an offer of financing that exceeds banking criteria. The 

services thus constituted under the impulse of the regional public bodies are designated by the 

term Integrated Services of Energy Renovation (SIRE). In the context of the experiments carried 

out by the Urban Development Architecture Plan (PUCA), the working groups of the Sustainable 

Building Plan (PBD) and the dynamics of the EEFIG, the field resurfaces converge on the 

observation that the effectiveness of public action to transform the renovation market requires a 

better coordination of the actions carried out at the national level: tax incentive mechanisms and 

aid to stone, the impetus of state agencies: Ademe and Anah, Regional and local scale of devices 

based on multiple associative and professional networks 

 

4. What are today the best players? 

 PUCA/PREBAT Bouygues  

 Plan batiment durable  

 Regional bodies 

 SEM Positif, 

 SEM OCTAVE 

 SEM Picardie 
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 Global warming 
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M. Gilles Schang Investment director of Ecotechnologies – BPI /Venture Capitals 
30/09/2016 

By Benoit Merland 

 

1. What is the core business of ECotech? 

With € 150 million as part of the implementation of the actions assigned to Investments for the Future 

Programme to ADEME, the Environmental Technologies Fund is managed by Bpifrance. It targets operations 

in equity and quasi-equity for minority equity investments in innovative SMEs, mainly established in France 

and unlisted, under four main themes: 

• renewable energy and low-carbon technologies 

• circular economy (waste recycling, eco product design and industrial ecology) 

• Smart grids and smart technologies 

• vehicles of the future. 

The topics of the Environmental Technologies Fund are described more specifically in the calls for 

expressions of interest (AMI) launched by ADEME accessible from its website. The FPCI Ecotechnologies 

invests tickets between 1-10000000 euros, systematically seeking a co-investment with the private sector 

in an investor logic. 

2. What is your interest regarding EE and sustainability in building? 

We invest not directly in EE or building sector but we have achieved investment in the field of raw materials 

and notably for wood with the innovative SME Techniwood. 

3.  What in your perception of the market regarding this sector. 

The market is very young to try to define goods trends. 

4. What are the mains barriers to boost investment in this sector? 

 The competition on price regarding the traditional building sector remains the main difficulty. The 

added value of green building or renovation packages is not really perceived by the owners who 

are not well informed on the financial public support or  on the positive effects of EE works;  

 There is still a strong resistance of craftsmen or contractors to comply with the RT 2012 

 Lack of qualification of the building sector for green technologies 

 There is a strong weakness of the wood sector in France in the field of construction 

 

5. What is your opinion as regards new financing solution such as third party financing?   

It represents a sound opportunity to finance EE or Green building operations.  Other public scheme are 

interesting such as CEE. But they do not apply for wood as raw materials. So it should be a good idea to 

extend the application perimeter of the French CEE.   

6. How to stimulate investment in the sector? 

We have to develop reliable scheme starting by improving the existing such as CEE; 

7. What are the best players? 

For VC: 

 EMERTECH 

 INOVEST 

 DEMETER 

 Xange 
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For SME: techniwood 
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M. Patrick Dupin, director of Delta Partner – Consulting 
Date: 06/10/2016 

By Benoit Merland 

 

 

1. What is your core business? 

Born from the desire to offer major players in the act of building an applied solution to support the move 

from traditional "site supervision" (mirror) mode to "PROJECT MANAGEMENT" (systematic anticipation), 

Delta Partners assists its clients throughout Europe and particularly in France, Luxembourg and Belgium 

where it operates. Unlike his colleagues "Lean Construction Consultants" more and more from 

manufacturing; Delta Partners was founded by a Professional Construction and its expert team is from the 

middle of the construction. Patrick Dupin has indeed spent over 10 years on construction sites in France 

and abroad, endorsing management duties from Site Manager to Director of Operations. It is with this 

experience he was able to understand the needs of players in the construction and provide answers by 

creating the Delta Partners network 

Delta Partner energy management system allows to obtain an EE gain of 15% on renovation or construction.  

 

2. What in your perception of the market regarding this sector? 

We are working on several national markets which are different: 

 Germany remains focused on RES 

 Belgians are clearly focused on the thermal treatment of the building envelope 

 Luxembourg is maybe the most advanced EU countries as regards NZEB. The regulation has 

imposed NZEB standards for new building since 2016! 

 Lombardy regions and in the vicinity of Austria have developed interesting solutions in the field of 

air treatment 

 In France, few building companies can fulfil passive house standards, however we have seen an 

increase of interest and projects since 3 years. 

The building maintenance will represent in the year to come an important segment. New building will last 

40 years (at least), thus we have to put intelligence in the building for a better management, to create new 

services thanks to the data management 

 

3. What are the mains barriers to boost investment in this sector? 

There is a huge obstacle regarding professional qualification; few craftsmen are able in France to deliver 

positive energy building or even NZEB. The RT 2020 should kick off the process. The RT will guarantee a 

level of consumption ant performances, which is a good thing. 

The FR regulation remains a main barrier. The FR public legislation prevents the FR companies from working 

together at upstream level. The FR law on “MOP” (Maitrise d’Oeuvre Privée) of 12 July 1985 aims to improve 

the quality of public buildings. For local governments, this law follows the decentralisation process initiated 

in 1982.  To fulfill its objectives, the law gives public building owners not only rights but also specific 

obligations: to ensure the feasibility of the operation, to determine the location, to define the program, 

stop the provisional budget, to finance, choose the process by which the work will be carried out, the 

approval of the choice of the project manager and contractors. 

Every public body commits an illegality by using a different legal framework to carry out his building project. 

This framework is too rigid with 2 stages before authorising discussing with entrepreneurs and contractors: 
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1. Preliminary project with detailed analysis of the building specifications 

2. Project plan 

3. Consulting phase for contractors; 

The US project delivery system (Design Build bid or Design Build) allows companies and contractors to work 

together since the beginning of the project for public tender on building. 

 

 

4. What is your opinion as regards new financing solution such as third party financing?   

Third party financing solution will represents a solution to overcome the financial barriers which remains 

the main barrier in our sector. There is a clear lack of credibility in our business due to the low qualification 

of craftsmen but things are improving with the soaring of the Fr label ‘REG’. 

 

5. How to stimulate investment in the sector? 

 We have to develop tax incentive solutions to boost individuals to achieve EE work on their housing, 

 We have to develop training for professional and in fine obtain better certification of new building 

or NZEB renovation to gain the investors’ confidence. 

 We have to go through the certification of consumption instead of performances certification 

 

6. What are today the best players? 

 For building companies we have majors; Bouygues, Eiffage, Vinci 

 As for VC, DEMETER is a key player and in our capital! 

 CDC is an historic player in France  

 CSTB is the main regulator 

 CAPEB 

 

7. Best cases 

Alpha project in Grenoble for a green building at reasonable cost ( 800€/m2) 
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M. Severin Fischer- Head of environment, RSE BNP Paris-Bas 
Date: 13/10/2016 

By Benoit Merland 

 

 

1. What is your core business? 

At BNP group It is three fold: 

1 - Our business at BNP RSE is to invest in FR companies deploying green technologies.  

 We have just launched a new green fund with 100M€ in private equity. The eligible topics for 

funding will be: innovative technologies for the energy transition, smart grids and electrical storage.  

Investment in Green building technologies or EE are also eligible.  

 We have a joint venture with EDF named DOMO finance which finances EE works. EDF brings all its 

technical skills and BNP Paris bas its financial engineering. 

 BNP also proposes loans  through the CEE scheme 

The results are very good: 484 000 renovation projects have been financed by BNP since 2005, and the EE 

gain is estimated at a reducing of the energy consumption of 43 000 households. 

2 - In the bank dedicated to individuals, 2 platforms (mon projet.com and change to green.com) have been 

created to finance individual and SMEs projects renovation for their households.  

 The site "Change to Green" offers customers of the Bank, an analysis of contracts, an energy audit 

and an Audit Regulatory Energy. Once this energy audit performed, the Bank offers them to finance 

the work necessary for their energy renovation advantage, with Faciligreen loan (a specific 

investment loan with a duration of 3 to 5 years without filing fees). 

 The platform "monprojetrenovation.com" BNP Paribas offers to their clients to carry out a self 

estimate of the EE of their homes. To do this, they can rely on the solutions proposed by 

Domofinance, a subsidiary of BNP Paribas Personal Finance specializes in financing the control of 

energy consumption. 

 

3 - The Group also offers 2 savings fund to invest in eco-activities:  

 BNP Paris bas real estate is an equity SRI funds invested in European companies to best reduce 

their carbon footprint and energy consumption of their building stock. This fund has developed 

a concours named Cube 20/20 to finance EE projects and has also developed the concept of 

“energy care” for which the energy performance is secured and the overconsumption linked to 

bad performance is reimbursed. 

 Parvest Global Environment SRI equity funds invested in companies involved in renewable 

energy, energy efficiency, water treatment and the management of waste and environmental 

services. 

 

2. What are the mains barriers to boost investment in this sector? 

The main barrier remains the uncertainties on the ROI for such type of investment which depends on: 

1. Climate conditions 

2. Behavioural attitude 

3. Economic model 

Public bodies and professional association have published a lot on the barriers of the financing of EE and 

green building. The plan PREBAT directed by the lawyer philippe Pelletier and ordered by the FR 

government has proposed very concrete solutions for the building in France. I see a clear overlap with your 

project. 
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The second barriers is linked to the mature and maturity level of the startup. Our investment choice is based 

on : 

1. Proved technology 

2. Existing clients 

3. Economic model 

 

3. What is your opinion as regards new financing solution such as third party financing?   

Third party financing solution is today very popular, however for a bank it is very tricky to follow this scheme 

due to the constraint linked to the observance of banking prudential ratio (bale III regulation).   

The lack of interest of the bank regarding the EE market is a bias. We have financed a lot of EE projects the 

past years. DOMO finance has for instance a rejection rate very low. 

Green bonds are interesting on pool of buildings otherwise for isolated operation it will have no economic 

interest.  

4. What are the indicator impact of your activity?? 

We carry out a rigorous asset management activity, by combining risk analysis and earnings forecasts. And 

we expect a return on our investment. But over the long term, these investments provide concrete solutions 

to environmental and social challenges. For example, by favoring sectors that are less energy-intensive or 

that use alternative energies, they help finance the energy transition! We measure their impact through 

extra-financial indicators, which our customers can review: including a portfolio’s carbon footprint or job 

creation rate, as well as the level of independence of the boards of directors for each company in the 

portfolio. 

5. What are today the best players? 

 Bouygues, Eiffage, Vinci 

 DEMETER, ESTER capital  

 CDC  

 PREBAT 

 UNIBAIL 

 IFPEB 

 Deepki 

 GECINA 

 

6. Best cases 

Investment in the German SME HELIATIK dedicated to the production of thin PV film. 
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B1.4: Interview summaries – European Union 
Interviewees 

The following personalities had been interviewed via phone or in person, recoding is available for the 

majority.  

Name Company Type of Stakeholder Country (Scope) 

Hristo Gentchev group Solidco Architect /  Bulgaria (National) 

Mariana Hamanova Cleantech Bulgaria Business Network Bulgaria (National) 

Winfried Weigel CleanTech Capital VC / Real Estate 
Investment/consultant 

Switzerland (Global) 

Mariella Gerlich Fiduciary Capital Real Estate 
Investment/Architect 

Germany (National) 

Jeroen de Graaf Urban Life Entrepreneur/Renovations Belgium (National) 

Mark Jansson Kragh Arsizio AB SME (technology) Sweden (Global) 

Robert Jolé CNRJ SME (modular housing 
concept) 

Belgium (National -> 
Global) 

 

Questions 

The below questions were taken as a guideline but the interview was based on a free discussion: 

1. What is your influence/impact on the market of Energy Efficiency (EE): Knowledge position? Size of 

the organization? Influence on regulations?   

2. What are for you the key barriers and what barriers are of less importance.  

3. Given the identified barriers; do you see (additional) barriers that are missing– please refer to the 

Financial and Societal barriers. Of course you can add or comment on the rest of the barriers. 

4. Which other conditions need to be fulfilled to allow investments in energy efficiency 

5. Which business models or success stories could you refer to (successful developments to lower the 

barriers)? Please provide examples 

6. What is the stakeholder prepared to do by himself? And why would the stakeholder need to be 

interested; what’s in it for them? 

7. What role does the stakeholder see for the EU if such?  

A list with the identified barriers was provided in advance. 
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Bulgaria Interview Summary 
Two interviews took place in Bulgaria, the first one with architect Hristo Gentchev from architecture group 

Solidco and the second one with Mariana Hamanova, the managing director of Cleantech Bulgaria. 

Architect Hristo Gentchev is working for many years with private and state projects, and is also actively 

involved in Energy Efficiency measures and implementation projects. 

Mariana Hamanova is the leader of the Cleantech Bulgaria - a business network, which focuses on clean 

technologies and sustainable growth. The mission of the organization is spreading culture of sustainability 

in various social and business dimensions, by development of Bulgarian Cleantech community. Cleantech 

Bulgaria has been a partner in many projects on national and regional level and covering practices and 

policies on energy efficiency measures. 

The information gained by these 2 interviews was complimentary and in line with regard to the current 

situation in Bulgaria, governmental programs and measures in the EE area and most important, with regard 

to the common EE Barriers listed by the BuildIinterest project.  

It became evident that in general in Bulgaria when talking about EE and sustainability in buildings, we need 

to consider the private and the public sector as 2 separate entities, but also when discussing the private 

sector, 2 main groups were identified as well: the sole owners of buildings and the owners of separate 

apartments. Also a difference was recognized when talking about EE measures for old existing buildings and 

new constructions. 

The general awareness of the people in Bulgaria about the passive EE measures is relatively high, most of 

the people know about the benefits of putting isolations in buildings, windows, roof, etc. In Bulgaria more 

than 90% of the apartments in buildings are owned by separate people, very rare a whole building belongs 

to a single person who rents apartments to multiple people. But even in the case of a sole owner, the people 

renting apartments are those who are paying the bills and not the owner. In addition to the there are no 

public laws for the maintenance of the buildings – facades, roofs, etc. 

 

The main barriers to EE for buildings when talking about the people who are owning/renting apartments 

were identified as follows: 

 

1. Regulatory barriers: Legal standing of apartment owners – without the acceptance of all owners of 

apartments in one building, no constructions, isolations and improvements of the building in terms 

of EE, can be done in Bulgaria. There are no laws with regard to this, and no measures to enforce 

the majority of the votes.  

2. Financial barriers – people even willing to make EE improvements in their building, do not have the 

necessary finances for it. There are no special bank loans/programs that can facilitate the process. 

3. Institutional & administrative barriers.  

3.1. High transaction costs - The time and effort required to get enough information to make a 

decision, apply for a loan, and arrange for the work to be done may simply be perceived not to 

be worth the return in terms of energy saving 

3.2. Lack of trained personnel or technical or managerial expertise - Suppliers, manufacturers, 

promoters, and financiers alike, tend to lack the necessary skills to adequately promote energy 

efficiency products to their customers 

3.3. Split incentives - It applies to both residential and commercial buildings and means that the 

benefit of energy savings does not go to the person making the investment. In fact, the building 

owner is likely to be responsible for making energy efficiency investments, while the occupier 

may receive the benefit of lower energy bills. Consequently, the owner has no direct incentive 

to invest although landlords may benefit from higher rents. 
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The main barriers to EE for buildings when referred to the people who are owning their own houses, 

buildings, office buildings, are quite different from the listed above. Here it is important to stress that those 

people have high-level of awareness when talking for passive and active EE measures.  Passive measures 

such as building isolations, window isolations, roof top constructions, etc. are those that people are aware 

of and take into consideration. Active EE measures like use of alternative energy sources from the 

environment, re-use of the energy, etc. are the measures that are not coming to high priority and people 

do not tend to invest in them in general. Though there are some good examples for such constructions in 

Bulgaria (smart eco-friendly buildings), the percentage is still quite low. The barriers identified for the 

private owners can be structured as following: 

 

Financial barriers 

 

 Payback time – usually quite long and can take up to 10 years to see some real results 

 Access to capital initial cost – the buildings are being made according to the mandatory EE rules 

but any further investment in EE measures is considered of low-priority. 

 Discount rate related to EE – not such is applied in Bulgaria when investing in construction 

 Difficult replication increases the transaction costs - EE projects are not easily replicable, and suffer 

from a lack of standardization methods, Commercial bankers are not keen on investments for 

which evaluation is not standardized 

 

Institutional & administrative barriers 

 Burdensome procedures - of issuing permits, construction notifications, reimbursements, etc. 

 Short term thinking - individuals often only see the initial investment costs and not the lifecycle 

costs when deciding for or against an energy-efficient investment 

 

Regulatory barriers 

 

 Institutional barriers - Existing laws or practices hinder improvements in energy efficiency 

 Lack of enforcement of building energy codes – only primary building energy codes are enforced 

by law, to ensure that buildings constructed meet a minimum level of energy efficiency 
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Other barriers 

 

Also other barriers can be listed: 

 

 Not active involvement on institutional/governmental level on EE projects and their financing 

 No special preference rates/policies from the bank institutions when funding EE projects 

 No discount percentage on EE loans 

 Very heavy administration when applying for EC funding for EE projects 

 No tax reductions (special rates) on EE loans 

 

 

______________________________ 

 

Investment Interviews 
 

Two interviews took place with stakeholders investing into either real Estate or technologies.  

Windfried Weigel - CleanTech Capital  

Winfried combines 25yrs investment banking experience with meanwhile 7yrs renewable energy and clean 

technology experience and 15yrs hands-on start-up experience in renewable energy, medtech & ICT.  

CLEANTECH CAPITAL is an independent privately-owned business development, corporate and project 

finance and M&A advisory firm with a focus on the Clean Technology and Renewable Energy sector: - we 

are a global organization with operations in North and South America (US, CAN, UY) and Europe (all EU 

member states plus some more) and a good network into Asia and the Middle East - we have access and 

maintain relationships with most of the institutional investors (pension funds, family offices, investment 

funds, insurance companies) in the cleantech sector and have good understanding of their investment 

strategies - we work with strategic partners, project developers, technical experts, financial institutions and 

are able to offer comprehensive project development, corporate development, management and execution 

skills - we offer first class execution in strategy development & implementation, with a very hands-on 

approach - our partners are active investors and build new companies 

Scope: Venture Capital and Real Estate Investment - worldwide 

When talking about EE and sustainability in buildings there are different standards in the different countries, 

we need to consider the personal use of buildings VS public/commercial use.  

The key barriers for him in both are: 

 Return on investment 

 Higher Risk 

 High cost involvement – eg prime example storage solution  

 Missing technology solutions (eg efficient storage solution) 

 Conservative market 

 Regulations 

Barriers in investing into SME specifics: 

 Late stage investments are only interesting 

 Procurement is too difficult and costly for SMEs -> partnering up with bigger organisations 
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One of the key examples he is using is storage solutions. Currently it is not efficient (too high loss) and too 

expensive. But there are improvements for commercial use. In the US (California) you must have 20 % of 

your energy matched to storage capacity otherwise you do not get the permit to build solar parks. 

There was an assumption within investors that there was already a solution for storage, but there are only 

pilots running at the moment. 

Different philosophies on tackle the issues. Germany has very strong regulations. To preserve the value of 

a building you have to follow certain regulations, if not the property decreases in value. Other countries use 

financial incentives more than regulations.  

People do the minimum what they need to do. Especially Real Estate investors – they are investing in 

buildings and not technology, hence their prime focus is not to increase energy efficiency but keep the value 

of the building up. 

For SMEs it is very important to get their first commercial unit out. He suggests his SMEs to partner up. 

Charges from the testing agency is an additional burden, but also the SMEs are purely focused on 

technology and lack in procurement. When teaming up with bigger organizations they can use their existing 

testing facilities for example. 

For the SME barrier of early access to financing he sees the problem more that there is not yet a pilot 

product, SMEs expect investors to pay for their research. They need to team up. SMEs will never be able to 

do the same procurement without engineering companies, hence the products stay far too expensive. 

Mismatch of their objectives and what they want to be. 

Low energy cost lead to low return on investment. But also costs are going down which leads to “waiting” 

culture – if I wait another year it will cost me less. 

 

- - - - - - - - 

 

Mariella Gerlich, Fiduciary Capital  

– Architect and PM, years of experiences in redeveloping buildings/appartments 

Fiduciary Capital - Private Equity Real Estate Investment, Asset management and Development Group. Real 

estate assets together with German institutional and U.S. private equity investors. 

Scope is Germany, real estate investment, commercial buildings 

German market is very regulated. For real estate investments the main driver to build energy efficient 

buildings is the return on the investment: only buildings with sufficient energy efficiency levels bring 

interesting return on the investment.  

Germany provide regulations for building, substantial renovation and selling of properties which determine 

the value of a project. In the real estate investment industry, they currently aim one step further to have 

the competitive advantage: sustainable architecture. 

They use two different certification systems: DGNB Zertifizierungssystem and LEED-Model (US origin). Both 

system have very clear guidelines. 

The differentiation seems the execution of rules and regulation and the habit of the population. There is a 

very high awareness even of private buyers of the energy efficiency levels and hence high expectations. 

Main barriers here again are the high investments vs slow return. Though as it seems to be a necessity they 

do not seem to see it as barriers hindering them to build energy efficient. Also for private construction there 
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are only funds available if the owner goes high above the minimum standards – building a “passive” self-

sufficient house.  

Though real estate investors are investing into the building – not in energy efficiency – meaning the decision 

is always based on the costs and how much it improves the value of the house. Complex installations which 

require high maintenance are normally not taken due to the high costs of operations. 

 

______________________________ 

 

Entrepreneur/Renovation 

Jeroen de Graaf – Urban Life 

Since 2004 he started to concentrate full time on renovating typical Brussels Townhouses and apartments, 

restoring period features and including modern luxury and comfort to make the home functional. 

Scope: Belgium 

His view is mainly based on the private market, some insight though can be replicated to the commercial 

side. 

The key barriers for him in both are: 

 Return on investment 

 Higher Risk to work with new materials 

 Permits  

 Conservative market 

 Regulations 

 High Costs 

 Lack of functioning show cases 

The biggest barrier for the private market is the cost and return of investment. In a lot of buildings, a high 

investment is necessary to create an energy efficient surrounding. Hence the selling prices go up with 

bringing only a small revenue (eg. Buying price 400.000 € would need to be sold for at least 800.000€ to 

make small profit). The key costs here are not the materials but the work force. Matierals represent only 

30% of the costs of the renovation. Improving and using energy efficient materials is more time intensive.  

Due to the low energy prices, customers only go for the basic and known passive energy efficiency methods 

(wall insolation, windows, etc). Looking into more advanced technology is a luxury project. The tax 

reductions mainly serve only persons with high income, so for low income there is less benefits. 

One of the biggest problems here are the regulations, its enforcements and duration of permit distribution.  

There are no consistent rules even between the regions (eg Flandern vs Walonie – insolation of pipes 10mm 

vs 12 mm – even though 12 mm does not exists and demands manual taping of pipes). Every month the 

WTO sends new updates. Training courses are available (but need to be paid). 

The cost of the delays in building permits lead to the fact that everyone is trying to go ahead without 

permits, meaning keeping the renovations in the spectrum where it is not needed. It takes on average 9-12 

month to get results back from a request – this sometimes leads to an additional 9-12 month when the 

request was denied. Even worse when big commercial projects are planned, as all communes in Brussels 

can give input. This lead to the famous case of the lot which was first sold in 1995. Due to permit delays and 

its occurring costs of not being able to start building a lot of investors bulled out during the process. This 

lead to a delay of several years, and several exchange of investors and new applications for permits. The 

building was finally executed in 2014/2015. 
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Applying for public funding is very difficult and requires a lot of time and knowledge. But in some 

circumstances, it might be even cheaper to not use this option. Example of solar panels. There are only 3 

providers of solar panels here in Belgium who can provide the necessary certificate to ask for financial 

support. Though they demand very high cost due to their monopol status. EG to place panels on a building 

it can cost via the official way 12.000€ from which the state might pay pack 2.000€ – though independent 

entrepreneurs, who have the knowledge of installment, can install it for 8.000.€ 

The lack of working show cases is also not helping this situation. Example is the Flagship Turn and Taxis 

which is the showcase building in Brussels for passive building. This year they admit that they cannot control 

the temperature, and that there are some leaks in the building. 

 

______________________________ 

 

SME Interviews 
 

Mark Jansson Kragh – Arsizio AB 

Mark J Kragh, CEO & CTO of Arsizio AB and main owner, inventor of 3D-extrusion. Mech Engineer . founder 
Markram AB & Arsizio AB. Winner Swedish National Environmental Technology Award. Written a number 
of technical papers on 3D-extrusion (published in Aluminium world, Aluminium Age, Aluminium Scandinavia 
etc). 
 

His company is active in different industry but they are concentrating on the construction sector, such as 

Windows with Aluminum Frames. 

His scope is whole Europe. 

The information gained by this interview is covering Europe as such from the SME perspective of technology 

provider. A list with the identified barriers was provided in advance. 

It became evident that in general when talking about EE and sustainability in buildings, we need to consider 

the personal use of buildings and public/corporate use.  

There seem to be two key problems for SMEs getting their products to the market: 

1. Early Financing – before having revenues or proof of product 

2. Proving Energy Efficiency of Product 

To gain access to Finance the general barriers are: 

 Public Funding 

o too time consuming and costly for application process, 

o no standard procedures 

o no clear guidance 

 Private Funding 

o VC market: 

 Little VC money available for a big European pool 

 Investing more in later stages once the product is tested and proof of EE is 

available -> SMEs need the money though earlier 

Other Barriers: 

o Very conservative market – resistant to change and experimenting and using new 

methods/materials 
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o Finding right partners to build up product and get it ready for the market – costumers who are 

willing to test 

Interesting case study is the testing environment build in Sweden – but it is not open for everyone – where 

you can test products for EE in constructions. 

Things to be improved – what can help the situation: 

o Increase of savings by using EE: 

o Increase of energy costs 

o Available tax reductions for end users when using EE products 

o Country based Legislations: 

o Need of EE in construction industry -> eg based on example discussed in the RT in Utrecht 

implementing a min. C Level -> forcing end users to implement EE 

o Common certificates testing environment 

o Example taken from car testing – using independent testing agencies 

o Network to find partners might be useful 

 

- - - - - - - -  

 

Robert Jolé - CNRJ 

CNRJ offers a new energy efficient modular housing concept. It allows its client to select a pre-designed 

house from their catalogue which includes 19 models of houses, 5 houses sizes, several  roof types and a 

multitude of options (rainwater tanks, solar panels, solar boilers etc). The houses are delivered either in 

autoconstruction kits or fully built versions. 

The modular aspect and the manufacturing of the modules outside of the construction place reduces 

considerably the number of hours needed to build the house and therefore the price. 

CNRJ has received several awards: 

- In 2001 awarded best Turnkey  meilleure entreprise clé sur porte 

- Awarded in April 2009 at the inventors fair in Geneva 

CNRJ has set together with Université de Louvain a project to develop a home subdivision where the 

earnings from selling the houses would be used to build the needed infrastructure (schools, sport centres, 

restaurants, etc) using their modular concept to reduce the price and make it accessible to large 

categories of clients including less fortunate clients. They have been looking for a land and for investors 

for the implementation of the project and failed for several reasons: 

 

Approaching Governments and municipalities for regional grants 

For the implementation of their project, CNRJ has approached different regions (Wallonia, Poitoux 

Charentes). Discussions were well advanced at ministerial levels and for unknown reasons, they have 

been stopped in both cases. They already had obtained a permit in one of the 2 cases. 

CNRJ has the feeling that: 

- Lobbying is done from bigger firms or for political reasons to prevent such projects to succeed 

and be able to bring to the market energy efficient solutions for acceptable prices. The big firms 

want to keep their predominant position and they see a risk within energy efficient solution at 

low price. 
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- There are objectives and policies to reduce energy consumption in buildings but no clear process 

or grants schemes for project owners which they can easily use or very complicated for small 

entities to understand. 

 

 Regional support schemes and grants should be transparent and offer equal opportunities for all and 

not be influenced by lobbying 

 Global energy saving objectives and measures are not necessarily in line with economic interests 

Approaching EC and EIB 

They approached the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) who redirected them to the EIB. 

The EIB has redirected them in its turn to private investors as they did not have proper instruments for 

their project 

 It is not clear for small entities to understand the support schemes and where to find the right 

information 

 The instruments from the European institutions are not appropriate for such projects or information 

is not clear on such instruments and how to use them, at least not understandable by small 

organisations 

 European Institutions should have instruments to support these kind of pilot projects as no other 

investors will trust tem and would see them as risky. These pilot projects would be used to show such 

projects can work and create confidence for investors 

 

Approaching Venture Capital & Corporates 

The EIB refereed CNRJ to private investors such as Demeter and Capricorn. However, the amount needed 

for the project was not big enough and not within the size of investments they usually make. There was 

therefore no match. 

 Indeed the relatively small size of the project tend to turn investors to other projects 

They also approached and met with other investors but failed to convince them as these investors literally 

said they prefer not to invest in a project they do not know much about the specificities 

 Investors would not invest in projects they do not understand and prefer to invest in other types of 

projects: Lack of financiers awareness 

 

Approaching Investors (Banks, real  estate investors) 

The approached several banks and had discussions at high level with Dexia Bank, P&V etc. In all cases, 

they had agreements but final decisions would be taken by the Board of Directors. In all cases, they were 

said that they have to implement at least one project to show the concept works and then the next time 

they it would be easy for them to take final decisions for future projects.  

 The lack of financiers awareness is indeed a barrier in this case 

 They need to prove the concept works but without funding, they cannot implement the first project. 

How can this be supported? 
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In General Real estate investors approached wanted to take ownership of the project, which was not 

acceptable for CNRJ. 

Public procurement 

 They also tried to respond to public procurement tenders. However, the tenders were 10 years late on 

next technologies developments and this makes the public procurement useless for them   

 If public procurement are done for the purpose to support entrepreneurs, they need to be up to date 

to support new technologies and not what has been proved. 

 It is very difficult to convince anyone for a proof of concept project. Therefore, Measures should be 

adopted at regional/National/EU level to allow funding and piloting new types of projects to show 

they work so that other investors can have confidence in these types of projects in the future 
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B2: Roundtable minutes  

B2.1: Roundtable minutes – The Netherlands 
Krachten bundelen voor transitie naar duurzaam vastgoed6 

 

Achterblijvende investeringen in duurzaam vastgoed zetten financiers en taxateurs aan het denken. Zij 

zoeken naar manieren om de waarde van toekomstbestendig vastgoed te onderbouwen. Tegelijkertijd 

is er geld nodig om renovaties, transformaties en nieuwbouw van dergelijke gebouwen te financieren. 

Weten marktpartijen de overheid al voldoende te vinden en is de stimulans afdoende? 

 “Wij kijken naar de voorraad die relatief eenvoudig verbeterd kan worden, want daar zijn de grootste 

kansen te behalen”, geeft Olaf Rutten van ABN AMRO aan. “Vanuit ABN AMRO willen we transitie naar 

duurzaam vastgoed pushen. Gebouweigenaren moeten zich de vraag gaan stellen wat ze op korte termijn 

aan hun portefeuille kunnen verbeteren en hoe ze het gereed kunnen maken voor de toekomst.” 

Ook Jos Jonkers van ING geeft aan deze versnelling te willen doorvoeren. “Vooral in de bestaande bouw 

zijn nog de nodige stappen te zetten om gebouwen toekomstbestendig te maken. Nieuwbouw is geen 

probleem, maar het is de kunst om de klanten die we al langer hebben te interesseren in labelsprongen.” 

Om die gebouweigenaren te ondersteunen heeft de bank een stappenplan. “Allereerst geven we klanten 

inzicht via een app en kunnen we een on site scan doen. Daarnaast financieren we 100% van de 

verduurzaming en hebben we een vaste partner voor subsidies die hun doel treffen. We merken nog dat 

klanten niet de weg naar subsidies kunnen vinden en denken dat we de klant op deze manieren 

ontzorgen.” 

Locatie bepalend voor waarde vastgoed 

Taxateurs zien een hogere waarde van gebouwen als deze toekomstbestendig zijn. Toch lijkt 

duurzaamheid niet de belangrijkste pijler te zijn bij de beoordeling van een gebouw. “Het op waarde 

schatten van een gebouw gebeurt nu meestal op basis van locatie.” Dat vindt sectorspecialist bouw & 

vastgoed Leontien de Waal van Rabobank logisch. “Denk er eens over na wat het zou betekenen als je The 

Edge [duurzaam kantoor Zuidas Amsterdam, red.] op een minder relevante plek neerzet. Dat zou niet 

werken. Duurzaamheid heeft meerdere dimensies naast het energetische aspect, waaronder locatie.” Dat 

onderstreept seniortaxateur Bert Deen van Dynamis Taxaties Nederland. “De locatie wordt doorgaans op 

de eerste plek gezet, daarna komen de energetische prestaties.” Ook gezondheid kan een 

beoordelingselement worden van gebouwen. “Dan moet de beoordelingsmethodiek voor gezondheid wel 

volwassen worden”, geeft Innax-CEO Philip Blaauw aan. “Voor nieuwbouw zie ik daar weinig problemen, 

                                                             
6 http://www.duurzaamgebouwd.nl/visies/20161013-krachten-bundelen-voor-transitie-naar-duurzaam-
vastgoed 
 

http://www.duurzaamgebouwd.nl/visies/20161013-krachten-bundelen-voor-transitie-naar-duurzaam-vastgoed
http://www.duurzaamgebouwd.nl/visies/20161013-krachten-bundelen-voor-transitie-naar-duurzaam-vastgoed
http://cache.duurzaamgebouwd.nl/upload/dg_8fd9sluf/images/news/krachten-bundelen-voor-transitie-naar-duurzaam-vastgoed_1_RQQWjx.jpg
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maar om de bestaande bouw over te halen is grover geschut nodig”, denkt Arne Balvers van bbn 

adviseurs. 

 

Het ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken stelt de verplichting om bij de verkoop van kantoorvastgoed een 

label te hebben. In 2023 moet dat label voor alle kantoren label C zijn. Relatief kleine ingrepen aan 

energievoorzieningen zetten al stappen richting een beter energielabel, zonder aan de schil te hoeven 

tornen. “Het is belangrijk om inzichtelijk te maken wat de prestaties zijn van gebouwen”, vindt 

medeoprichter Norbert Bol van Sweco Capital Consultants. “Een wereldwijd initiatief van 

pensioenfondsen laat zien wat de prestaties zijn van de portefeuilles die zij in belegging hebben via 

de Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark. Als je de prestaties kent kun je ook verbeteren. De 

ervaring leert dat je met iets meer tijdsinspanning van een ingenieur veel meer waarde creëert in termen 

van geld en duurzaamheid.”   

Doordachte businesscases zijn succesvol 

Wanneer duurzaamheidsambities voor vastgoed geformuleerd zijn, komt financiering van deze 

maatregelen in beeld. Niet alle ondernemers kunnen hun plannen gefinancierd krijgen. “Dat komt omdat 

de doordachtheid van de businesscase meestal te wensen overlaat”, vindt Dorine Putman-Devilee, die 

sinds 2013 namens ASN bank ambassadeur is van het Energiefonds Overijssel. “Voor velen is 

energietransitie ook niet de core business. Daarom is het juist goed dat er voldoende financiers 

gespecialiseerd zijn om de verduurzamingsopgave in te vullen, off balance [niet op de balans 

voorkomende bezitting, red.]. “ 

Een ESCo (Energy Service Company), waarbij het energiemanagement wordt uitbesteed aan een externe 

partij, kan bijdragen aan het succes van de businesscase. “Wanneer je de energieprestatie van een 

gebouw kunt garanderen, dan is dat zeker een kans”, geeft partner Michel Chatelin van Eversheds 

International aan. “Maar daar zit het hem in. Daadwerkelijk weten hoe een gebouw in de toekomst 

presteert is nog niet zo eenvoudig.” 

Krachten bundelen 

Een andere manier om tot een succesvolle financiering te komen, is het bundelen van diverse projecten 

en verduurzamingen. “Een grote uitdaging in het financieren van verduurzaming is dat het veelal om 

kleine projecten gaat waarvan de transactiekosten te hoog zijn”, denkt Eline Kleiwegt van financieel-

economisch adviesbureau Rebel. “Door meerdere projecten tegelijk ‘op de markt’ te zetten kun je de 

transactiekosten per pand lager houden”, aldus Kleiwegt. Daar heeft Richard Luigjes, werkzaam bij 

stichting Stimuleringsfonds Volkshuisvesting Nederlandse gemeenten een praktijkvoorbeeld van. “We 

werken nu met vijf gemeenten samen om initiatieven bij elkaar te brengen en die in contact te brengen 

http://www.gresb.com/
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met de bancaire sector. Ik geloof erin dat we, door dit te bundelen, grote stappen kunnen zetten en vraag 

en aanbod op elkaar kunnen afstemmen.” 

 

Partijen die starten met verduurzaming, vinden aanvullende ondersteuning in de vorm van subsidies. 

“Maar welke struikelblokken kunnen we nog wegnemen om de impact te vergroten rondom financiering 

van duurzaam vastgoed?”, vraagt moderator en directeur Wietse Walinga van Duurzaam Gebouwd. 

“Maak de tijd tussen de investering en het ontvangen van de subsidie waar je recht op hebt korter”, vindt 

Rutten. “Zorg voor een betere handhaving van de wet milieubeheer”, denkt De Waal. Ten slotte wordt de 

effectiviteit van subsidies genoemd. “Verander een subsidie in een garantieregeling”, vindt adviseur 

duurzaamheid Sharon van Ede van de Nederlandse Vereniging van Banken. “Of werk met een durfkapitaal 

zoals ze die in Denemarken opzetten”, geeft Putman-Devilee aan. 

Het goede voorbeeld geven vormt tevens een manier om te enthousiasmeren om vastgoed te 

verduurzamen. “Dat verwacht ik ook van de overheid als burger, dat zij het voortouw nemen”, vindt 

Rutten. “Door zelf hoog in te zetten, zorg je dat marktpartijen aan de slag gaan. Het stimuleert innovatie. 

Ook moeten partijen die risico nemen en hun tanden zetten in verduurzaming beloond worden. Als de 

overheid begint, volgt de markt.” 

Walinga concludeert dat financiers en de bouw- en vastgoedmarkt in het algemeen versnelt wat betreft 

verduurzaming. “De winst zit vooral in het bestaande, verouderde vastgoed. Daar moeten we wat mee. 

Allereerst moeten we de krachten en projecten bundelen. Daarnaast willen we vaker garanties en is het 

belangrijk om de gevolgen van verduurzaming meetbaar te maken. Ten slotte moet de politieke omgeving 

stabiel blijven: als eigenaar wil je nu eenmaal niet dat de investering die je vandaag doet, morgen al 

achterhaald is. 

Green BuildInvest Initiative onderzoekt in dialoog met stakeholders de belemmeringen bij het investeren 

en ontwikkelen van duurzaam vastgoed en streeft naar het komen tot oplossingen hiervoor. Het initiatief 

organiseerde in samenwerking met RVO.nl een rondetafelgesprek, waar voorgaande kennis werd gedeeld. 

 

  

https://www.greenbuildinvest.nl/
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B2.2: Roundtable minutes – Italy 

1st Focus group of BUILD CONNECTION: 28th of September 
The first focus groups involved 14 actors operating in the field of energy efficiency in the finance, policy, 

supply and demand sector. They came mainly from credit and investment institutions, construction 

companies, public building owners and managers, regulators. 

The main aim of the day was to understand the market barriers and applied solutions in each sector, 

answering to question “what has been done since now?” 

After a short presentation of BUILDINTEREST project and BUILD CONNECTION series of meetings, the focus 

group has been organized in two sessions: 

Morning session (10.30-13.00): through live inputs with Google form questionnaires, participants have 

been asked to find obstacles and individual solutions applied to overcome those barriers in their own 

organisation.  

Afternoon session (14.00-16.00): through live inputs with Google form questionnaires, participants have 

been asket to align and integrate the solutions found in a systemic view. 

Results have been used to plan the works of the second focus group. 

 

2nd Focus group of BUILD CONNECTION: 10th of October 
The second focus groups involved 15 actors operating in the field of energy efficiency in the finance, 

policy, supply and demand sector. They came mainly from credit and investment institutions, construction 

companies, public building owners and managers, regulators. 

The focus group has been organized in two sessions: 

Morning session (10.30-13.00): during this first session, participants asked to the question “what I would 

do if?”, trying to analyse concrete solutions to be realized through two points of view: their own and a 

second point of view playing a different role (i.e. from finance to policy, or from supply to demand). 

In order to help participants to find solutions, three realistic cases have been used: 

 
The results, collected by the real time survey with Google form tool, have been used to feed the discussion 

among participants. 

Municipality with 10.000 inhabitants, 7 schools, a 

sport campus, a library. Need to enhance existing 

buildings value. 

Residential area with 4 apartment buildings that 

have structural problems.  Two of them have to be 

rebuilt, the others refurbished. 

Luxury Hotel in a central area. Need for 

refurbishment due to obsolete structure and low 

energy class 
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Afternoon session (14.00-16.00): through live inputs with Google form questionnaires, participants have 

been asked to identify the most feasible solutions, evaluating them from 1 to 5. 

Final results have been used to review the roadmap of barriers and solutions.  

 

3rd Focus group of BUILD CONNECTION: 24th of November 
The third focus groups involved 17 actors operating in the field of energy efficiency in the finance, policy, 

supply and demand sector. They came mainly from credit and investment institutions, construction 

companies, public building owners and managers, regulators. 

The focus group has been organized in two sessions: 

Morning session (10.30-13.00): During this first session, participants asked to the question “what is 

BUILD LAB?”Participants had to collocate the laboratory in a graph considering the level of the actions to 

undertake (from advisory to market-operational) and the extension of the workgroup (from selected 

stakeholders to wide energy efficiency operators) 

Afternoon session (14.00-16.00): through live inputs with Google form questionnaires, participants asked 

to the question “what BUILD LAB could do?”. Participants had to vote the most relevant functions of the 

laboratory that could  tackle the barriers and promote/activate the solutions identified in the previous 

focus groups. 

 

B2.3: Roundtable minutes – France 
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Annex C - Solutions 
 

C1.1: Solutions Form 
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C1.2: Solutions – The Netherlands 
 

BREEAM/LEED/GPR  

Contact details  

Name BREEAM/LEED/GPR 

Organisation Dutch Green Building Council / US Green Building Council / GPR Gebouw  

E-mail Info@dgbc.nl / contact@usgbc.org / info@gprgebouw.nl 
 

The tool or solution 

Sustainable real estate certification methods 
 
PROs:  
- It helps to ‘label’ the sustainability of the building certified 
- It looks at a broader spectrum of sustainability (management / water/ health / energy / pollution 
/ waste / materials / ecology / transport) 
- There is a financial incentive available in the Netherlands to certify buildings. 
 
Cons: 
- There is no benchmark possible between labels (at this moment). 
- There is no guideline to help choose between the labels. 
- There is no transparency about the organisation involved and their credibility 
 
 
Necessary:  
These tools should be available, but through the discussion on KPI’s it should be made possible to 
benchmark between labels. So if a KPI is Energy Efficiency. It should be clear what score is 
necessary on the specific credit in the different labels to meet the baseline set for that KPI 
 
Aims at investors / financers to help them set baselines and parameters for sustainable buildings. 
 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage www.breeam.org 
 

  

mailto:Info@dgbc.nl
mailto:contact@usgbc.org
mailto:info@gprgebouw.nl
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De Stroomversnelling  

Contact details  

Name De Stroomversnelling 

Organisation Stroomversnelling 

E-mail info@stroomversnelling.nl 
 

The tool or solution 

De Stroomversnelling 
 
The realisation of ‘Zero on the meter’ housing based on a retrofit concept. Several projects have 
been finished and the primary business case is based on a retrofit realized within a week. 
Therefore minimizing inconvenience for the people living in the houses. 
 
 
 
Aims at housing corporations. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage www.stroomversnelling.nl 
 

  

mailto:contact@USGBC.com
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Area Approach Amersfoort  

Contact details  

Name Area Approach Amersfoort 

Organisation Municipality of Amersfoort 

E-mail  
 

The tool or solution 

Policy approach in the City of Amersfoort 
 
The city announced (within a certain area) that there will be no more gas for heating available in 
ten years. After announcing this a program was started to help the owners of the houses to get 
ready. This is currently being undertaken. 
 
The project showcases a proactive role of the government in regard to sustainable areas and the 
mobilisation of home owners  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Website Not yet available. Information will be showcased in the GBI community 
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C1.3: Solutions – Italy 
 

Re-build 

Contact details  

Name Re-build  

Organisation Sicrea 

E-mail bosiluca@sicreaspa.com 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
Re-Build is a network of enterprises born in 2015 by an idea of Iren Group, professionals and multiutility that 
offer a turnkey package of solutions qualified: C.F.C. soc.coop. – Consorzio Fra Costruttori; Cairepro; ccdp 
Centro Cooperativo di Progettazione S.c.; Cooperativa Termoidraulici C.A.T.  S.c.; Iren Rinnovabili S.p.A; 
Koinos Soc. Cons. a r. l.; Montanari Luigi s.r.l.; SICREA S.p.a; Studio Alfa S.r.l; Studio di ingegneria Ing. 
P.Guidetti Ing. L. Serri; Tamagni Costruzioni s.r.l.; Tecton S.c.r.l.; Torreggiani & C S.p.a. 
The project aims at promoting energy efficiency interventions for district heating and sustaining buildings 
renovations in order to optimize energy consumptions. The network offers at first an energy diagnosis and 
then an advisory service for planning, designing and delivering the refurbishments in the dwellings.  
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Fragmented building trades 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
It includes multi-utilities and so it can collect data relating energy consumptions, allowing a clear 
understanding of possible energy savings and economic return of investments. 
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
Yes, it has been implemented. Since now 85 energy audits have been realized and in 2016 200 buildings will 
be analysed. Enea  – the national agency for new technologies, energy and sustainable development, 
subscribed in December 2015 guarantees for the energy audits that will be realized by Iren Rinnovabili. 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage  
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REbuilding Network 

Contact details  

Name REbuilding network  

Organisation Habitech – Saint Gobain – Harley&Dikkinson – Schneider Electric - IGuzzini 

E-mail bosiluca@sicreaspa.com 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
Rebuilding is the network made by five enterprises with the aim to offer an integrated answer to the 
market’s needs for buildings energy refurbishment: from auditing and financing to management and 
maintenance of the intervention, until the training of professionals involved. 
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Fragmented building trades 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
It includes Habitech (certification) and H&D (finance) so to guarantee the financeability of the intervention 
and excellent performance in terms of energy savings.  
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
Yes, it has been implemented through pilot projects, at the moment. 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage http://www.rebuildingnetwork.it/ 

  

http://www.rebuildingnetwork.it/
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Deep Renovation Proposal 

Contact details  

Name Deep renovation proposal  

Organisation Green Building Council + ENEA 

E-mail gianni.silvestrini@gmail.com 

 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
The proposal would apply to apartment buildings and would enhance deep renovation (consumption 
reduction from 40 to 80%). Through the creation of a dedicated fund (maybe from Cassa Depositi e Prestiti) 
the 90% of the intervention costs would be covered, while the 10% would be payed by the building owners. 
Payback period would be 10 years: the fund would recover the 65% from national funding (similarly to eco-
bonus) using public finance to support the entire process. In other 10 years the remaining investment will 
return through the energy bills (savings, 
Renovation works would be market-led even if the verification and certification of quality would be made by 
a public third party.  
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
EE interventions limited to light renovations that don't allow significant energy savings 
Uncertainty of fiscal deductions.   
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
Lateness in paying would be excluded (through the investment recovery thanks to the public finance and the 
Energy bills). An innovative aspect is the passage from fiscal deduction to incentive.  
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
No, it’s a proposal. 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage https://renovate-italy.org/2016/06/27/enea-propone-un-nuovo-meccanismo-
di-incentivazione-per-le-riqualificazioni-profonde/ 

 

  

mailto:gianni.silvestrini@gmail.com
https://renovate-italy.org/2016/06/27/enea-propone-un-nuovo-meccanismo-di-incentivazione-per-le-riqualificazioni-profonde/
https://renovate-italy.org/2016/06/27/enea-propone-un-nuovo-meccanismo-di-incentivazione-per-le-riqualificazioni-profonde/
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Abitazoni Intelligent 

Contact details  

Name Abitazioni intelligent (Smart dwellings)  

Organisation ACER Reggio Emilia – Schneider Electric 

E-mail marcoco@acer.re.it 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
ACER and Schneider realized a pilot project about consumption measurement and smart monitoring: the 
project involved a social housing building with 6 apartments where Schneider Electric installed a wireless 
system for temperature control set on two scenarios, out of home and in house.  
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Uncertainty associated with energy savings + limited insight in current energy performance of buildings 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
Yes, it has been implemented and results, even without any particular training, have been: 
Average global saving per housing units: 16,13%  
Global saving (net form “heat losses”): ~20%  
Global reduction of gas consumption (gross value, included limit cases): 26, 6 % 
 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webp
age 

http://www.acer.re.it/AcerHomepage/Risparmioenergetico/AbitazioniintelligentiACEReS
chneiderElectric/tabid/782/Default.aspx 

  

mailto:marcoco@acer.re.it
http://www.acer.re.it/AcerHomepage/Risparmioenergetico/AbitazioniintelligentiACEReSchneiderElectric/tabid/782/Default.aspx
http://www.acer.re.it/AcerHomepage/Risparmioenergetico/AbitazioniintelligentiACEReSchneiderElectric/tabid/782/Default.aspx
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Smart Swap Building 

Contact details  

Name Smart Swap Building  

Organisation ASTER 

E-mail Francescopaolo.ausiello@aster.it 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
 Smart Swap Building is one of the strategic projects of ASTER and its aim is to refurbish the obsolete and 
energy demanding buildings of our cities by taking advantage of the unsold buildings stock that can be used 
as temporary dwelling (the “swap”) for the people moving from the apartments to be demolished and 
reconstructed or deeply renovated. 
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Lack of drivers for the demand (to give up to urbanisation costs to incentive interventions) and lack of 
solutions regarding management of residents moving during deep renovation projects. 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
It allows deep renovation or, at the limit, the demolition and reconstruction toward energy zero buildings, 
incorporating wider impact elements, such as smart mobility (car sharing), urban services improvements and 
urbanisation costs elimination.  
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
No, at the moment the solution is still a proposal 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage http://www.aster.it/smart-swap-building 
  

mailto:Francescopaolo.ausiello@aster.it
http://www.aster.it/smart-swap-building
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Renovate Italy Campaign 

Contact details  

Name Renovate Italy campaign  

Organisation Renovate Italy 

E-mail v.trivella@trivella.it 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
Renovate Italy collect different entrepreneurial and non-profit organisations that promote activities and 
projects operating in the Energy refurbishment of buildings. It is part of The Renovate Europe 
Campaign (REC), information and awareness campaign oriented to deep renovation promotion across 
Europe.  
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Insufficient knowledge of the multiple social benefits of energy efficiency 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
It’s able to communicate highly specialized contents to a wider audience, collecting the main best practice 
and best organisations active in the sector. 
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
Yes, it has been implemented. 
 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage https://renovate-italy.org/ 
  

mailto:v.trivella@trivella.it
http://www.renovate-europe.eu/
http://www.renovate-europe.eu/
https://renovate-italy.org/
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Credito Condominio 

Contact details  

Name Credito Condominio  

Organisation Harley&Dikkinson 

E-mail colciago@harleydikkinson.biz 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
Credito Condominio is the financial tool targeted to building’s administrators and construction companies 
that want to realized refurbishment works: financings until 7 years without bank guarantee. 
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Property fragmentation and fragmented building trades 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
With respect to the advantages for the apartment building’s owners: 

1. Interests totally or partially in charge of the construction company qualified by H&D 
2. Rapid funding access thanks to the previous agreement between H&D and financial institutions  
3. Targeted to the whole apartment building instead of the single owner  

With respect to the advantages for the construction company: 
1. Higher profits due to the wider intervention (whole buildings or even more building sites) 
2. Faster time for the work execution  

 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
Yes, it has been implemented but we don’t have information about its results. 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage http://www.harleydikkinson.com/servizi-e-strumenti/#finanziarie 
  

mailto:colciago@harleydikkinson.biz
http://www.harleydikkinson.com/servizi-e-strumenti/#finanziarie
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Prestito Condominio Smart 

Contact details  

Name Prestito Condominio Smart  

Organisation Harley&Dikkinson 

E-mail colciago@harleydikkinson.biz 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
 
Prestito Condominio Smart is a loan from € 5.000 and € 45.000, for a duration from 24 to 48 months, with 24 
months at zero tax rate for the apartment building. The financial tool is an integrated package of 
technological product, specialized installation, ad hoc financing. 
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Property fragmentation and fragmented building trades 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
It’s a turnkey package targeted to an aggregation of single owners: rapidity, time saving, low risk for both 
construction companies and apartment buildings residents.  

 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
Yes, it has been implemented but we don’t have information about its results. 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage http://www.harleydikkinson.com/servizi-e-strumenti/#finanziarie 
  

mailto:colciago@harleydikkinson.biz
http://www.harleydikkinson.com/servizi-e-strumenti/#finanziarie
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Comunità solare 

Contact details  

Name Comunità solare  

Organisation Centro per le comunità solari locali 

E-mail info@comunitasolare.eu 
 

The tool or solution 

Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
Comunità solare is the network of citizens aimed at improving the capacity to deliver energy efficiency 
projects: as an aggregator and facilitator it connects the multiple actors involved (ESCOs, construction 
companies, certification and auditing experts, building owners, etc.), improving their knowledge and offering 
services like consultancy, training, mediation. It’s a start-up within the Emilia-Romagna Startup network. 
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Large number of decision makers in residential sector 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
Its communication is quite simple and understandable also by non-experts. It enhance citizens awareness 
and capacity to improve the energy performances of their houses. 
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
Yes, it has been implemented in several towns within the Bologna municipality. 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage www.comunitasolare.eu 

  

mailto:info@comunitasolare.eu
http://www.comunitasolare.eu/
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Allora Spengo 

Contact details  

Name Allora spengo 

Organisation Energy way 

E-mail fabio.ferrari@energyway.it 
 

The tool or solution 

 
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for energy 
investments in the building sector 
#alloraSpengo is a project of the start-up Energy Way, addressed to junior high schools, that aims to enable 
young students to energy efficiency monitoring and saving in their schools.  
 
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target? 
Insufficient knowledge of the multiple social benefits of energy efficiency +Lack of information 
 
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market? 
High replication potential and high impact on awareness, thanks to the capacity of younger people to 
involve wide networks (families and friends). Intervention on schools, that are buildings with the lower 
energy efficiency rate.  
 
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results? 
The first pilot project done in the Pertini High School of Reggio Emilia brought to a 30% of energy saving in 
2015. After this first test, the start-up want to replicate it in other 7 classes in the Maranello Municipality in 
2016-2017.  

 

 

Where can we find more information? 

Webpage http://www.alloraspengo.it/ 
 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:fabio.ferrari@energyway.it
http://www.alloraspengo.it/
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C1.4: Solutions - France 
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